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Jo ho lube

Park Jo-ho Infosys Beswee Nomi Oklo Park Jo-ho Data de nasc. 16 de janeiro de 1987 (33 anos) Local de nasc. Seul, Coreia do Sul Nacionalidade sul-coreano Altura 1,76 m Pé Canhoto Informações profissionais Clube atual Ulsan Hyundai Número 6 Posição Lateral esquerdo Clubes profissionais Anos Clubes 200820092010–20112011–20132013–20152015–201720172018–
Mito HollyHock Kashima Antlers Júbilo Iwata Basel Mainz 05 Borussia Dortmund Borussia Dortmund II Ulsan Hyundai Seleção nacional 2006–20072007–20142010– Coreia do Sul Sub-20 Coreia do Sul Sub-23 Coreia do Sul Park Joo-Ho (Seul, 16 de janeiro de 1987) é um futebolista sul-coreano que atua como lateral esquerdo. Atualmente defend ya Ulsan Hyundai. [1] Carrera
Park Jo-ho represents Seleção Sol-Corana de Futopol na Cuba da Ásia de 2015 e na Cuba do Mundo de 2014. [2] Titulus Borussia Dortmund Cuba da Alemanha: 2016-17 Referências ↑ «Borussia Dortmund Nimt Jo Ho Park Vertrag» (m alemão). Sítio from Borussia Dortmund. 29 de Agosto de 2015 ↑ World football. «Elenco OMA'15». Consultado em 20 de junho de 2016
[ligação inativa] Ligações externas «Park Joo-Ho» (em inglês). M FIFA.com «Park Ju Ho». M UEFA.com «Park Ju Ho» (m inglês). Em Transfermarkt «Park Ju Ho». em Ogol Portal do futebol Portal da Coreia do Sul Obtida de I love your VM product it has helped me a lot. The only regret is that I wish I knew about this product sooner. I hope you can continue to offer VM I don't
want to be without ever again!!! Thank you for the much needed product! SW, Camberley (24 December 2020)Vaginal itching that nothing would help. I thought it might be a yeast infection but I tried Diflucan and this did nothing. So tried a 7-day cream for yeast infections and this didn't help. I went to two gynecologists and they didn't see anything wrong. Uh! Yes vaginal
moisturizing gel is the only way I can get relief. TM, Bristol (23 December 2020)Thank you for making products for sensitive devices. My early menopause and sensitive skin are not obstacles to my pleasure any more. IT, Godalming (December 22, 2020) This is a wonderful product. Finally I can experience comfortable and enjoyable sex and stay healthy afterwards. Thank you!
RD, Dudley (December 21, 2020)Great line of products! Very sensitive and has no negative feedback on any product I have used. BN, Ipswich (December 20, 2020)Absolutely Love World Bank Lubricant! No irritation, no sticky residue, it has no taste, which is wonderful! Definitely repeat customers here! Thank you! HY, Swanage (December 19, 2020) You have great products and
great customer service. TT, Ealing (December 18, 2020)I have LS and this is a great product for it, thank you very much! BD, Durham (17 December 2020)Big Stop Me Dry and painful best thing I ever bought SW, Hampshire (16 December 2020)I love your products! We have tried many other brands, but this one works better. High quality with results to show! FD, Edinburgh (15
December 2020)Saved my sex life, no more painful sex. No itching of allergic reactions to the products. Thank you for taking care of women!! RT, Caterham (14 December 2020)I have been using this product for years, I have greatly helped you suffer from getting thrush after having sex with my husband but since I started using this I don't get it anymore. Nor do I get sore during
sex. No itching, or burning either. This product is the best. I just applied it before sex and then I'm up during if necessary. It also helped to keep me hydrated during sex and allowed me to enjoy it without any inconvenience. This lubrication is very easy to use no smell or itching, nor is it sticky i like it is based on water too. I will give this product 10/10 EC, Kent (13 December
2020)After many women's problems, I am relieved to discover the products 'yes'. The only group of intimate products I've found is that really doesn't bite or cause irritation. I would highly recommend it. GD, Dudley (December 12, 2020) The most effective product on the California market, Chichester (December 11, 2020)It's life saving! I love saving! Save the marriage!
Transformative grace. NT, Tottenham (10 December 2020)This is one of the best products that you can buy. For women, made by women, with as lp perfect credentials that all women seek. Also the quality is unbeatable. Inspiring. Building trust. Trusted. LW, East Sussex (9 December 2020) made my life enjoyable again. UT, Salcombe (December 8, 2020)Love that it is very
natural just a wonderful lubrication does not irritate HG, Harrow (7 December 2020)These products have been used for 5 years since cancer treatment. She was always grateful for the help she had in relieving unpleasant symptoms. LO, Ipswich (6 December 2020)The best products on the market; As good as it gets when faced with sex challenged physically! High quality, no bad
guys, ethical... What's not love? MB, Birmingham (5 December 2020)You are using another brand and kept getting thrush because of the glycerol content! He had no idea why i even did a search on the internet and discovered the link possible. Then I found your product and can't recommend enough! JE, Launceston (4 December 2020)General comfort and brighter life have
improved! Tottenham (December 3, 2020) has made this difference. I can still enjoy a sex life even though I've been going through menopause for years. TM, Essex (2 December 2020)Makes painful sex disappear LR, Warwickshire (1 December 2020)I have low persistent cystitis; Your product helps to reduce discomfort. Ni, Weston-super-Mary (November 30, 2020)Really glad
that I found about your products, they surpass anything else I've been Thank you very much AK, Appledoor (November 29, 2020) after having a total hysterectomy with cervical removal, yes lubrication and moisturizer changed my life. I can now feel more comfortable BV, Bournemouth (28 November 2020)Yes the products are amazing and very useful. Thank you. NA, Italy (27
November 2020)Yes has been used for the last 2 years and the products are fantastic in everything JC, Eastbourne (26 November 2020) very good service. Excellent products. We will strongly recommend NF, Falmouth (November 25, 2020)It is nice to have products that are not full of questionable chemicals PO, Taunton (November 24, 2020)It is amazing. Life will not be the
same without him RM, Norwich (23 November 2020) great site, say a lot of friends about you guys, amazing life change product IS, Suffolk (22 November 2020)I have been using the ob single-dose product for a while and I now have very little discomfort during sex, which is a wonderful result. Being postmenopausal and having tamoxifen for breast cancer my estrogen levels are
extremely low and I developed a large vaginal dryness. My oncologist recommended using your products and was a revelation. Thank you. LL, Aston (November 21, 2020)Love that I am not sensitive to your vegetarian applicant. I am very sensitive and your product works for me. BF, Woking (November 20, 2020) is always satisfied with this product, no job asked of it and without
any effects yet. ER, Elstead (November 19, 2020)Find this product spare me from my old CRT as described by my doctor. The water menu yes is very messy. DD, Farlington (18 November 2020)Due to menopausal changes and persistent discomfort, I rely on yes products for daily rest... Thank you. KJ, Kingston (17 November 2020)Yes always provide professional and reliable
service. Thank you! OP, Plymouth (16 November 2020)Use every day after bath. It can't be without him. Like there aren't any bad guys in it! AN, Surrey (15 November 2020)Great products. I always recommend it! FG, Glasgow (14 November 2020)Excellent. My doctor recommended me as a close friend of his is a gynochologist. I've been dealing with you now for a few years and
recommended you to my friends. NN, Brighton (13 November 2020)Recently circumcised, helps a lot Kuala Lumpur, Hertfordshire (12 November 2020)I can't live without yes products. Thank you so much. IP, Oxford (11th November 2020)I have had breast cancer and I still have a long-term hormone treatment with letozole which is stopping any estrogen left in my body. Since
then I have started to feel my vaginal soreness when making love with my husband. I tried other products on the market but still experienced wrench. A young young woman in my surgery recommended yes and since buying the VM product she has got rid of any soreness and love is as if before my having Letrozole. I am very pleased and can't praise your Enough. Thank you
very much RK, Ulwell (November 10, 2020)I am very grateful for the products yes help me as I get older. Un, Tottenham (November 9, 2020) It is an excellent product that works well, has no smell that looks very natural. CW, Warwick (8 November 2020)Products are beautiful and effective, very safe, give confidence NH, Harrow (November 7, 2020)After suffering with irritation,
itching, pain, constant bouts of candida and BV since being on hormone breast cancer treatment, move on to yes cleanse and ensure I rinse the area really well after use, all my issues have gone away. I'm amazed at how I haven't had these problems in months. Oil based lubrication/moisturizer is very nice. I find it very soothing and not as drying as an alternative WB. ER,
Reading (6 November 2020)I use a combination of existing water for me and oil based on my husband as advised and it works really well ... Better than anything we've ever used! RT, Rotherham (5 November 2020)All the products i used (VM WB &amp; OB) excellent CV, Coventry (4 November 2020) can not live without miserable products having vulodynia but these products
make life more bearable for everyone SD, Falmouth (3 November 2020)I have used yes products for several years now. It was recommended by a friend. They are easier than the previous lubricants you used. I'm so grateful. ND, Donington (2 November 2020)It saved my relationship, making sex possible and enjoyable again OP, London (1 November 2020)very useful. He won't
be without him! TB, Yeovil (October 31, 2020)I have found wes moisturizer and lubricants have greatly helped relieve vaginal dryness and enable comfortable sex. I hate to be without it now! Ah, Spain (October 30, 2020)It's the first intimate lubricant we used that does not produce irritation after making Love OP, Plymouth (October 29, 2020)The best product ever used, we strongly
recommend. CC, Salcombe (October 28, 2020) is an excellent product. It has been used for 5+ years. Meets all my lubricant needs and has not suffered BV since.... Using a whole line of products. I'm 62! HB, Nottingham (27 October 2020)LIfe Stop! It definitely improves my quality of life. NN, Slough (26th October 2020)Personal Laundry was yes a game changer for me. I think
more women should know about it after menopause vaginal health - mainly atrophy - is still taboo even and therefore very humiliating. SA, Sittingbourne (25 October 2020)I am using your WB lubricant and find it really good and useful. I love the natural feeling and it continues. Makes a painful experience more than fun again. JM, Marlborough (24 October 2020) Using YES WB
has been life-changing and helped me cope with menopause. Thank you, thank you, thank you! LL, Harrogate (23 October 2020)I love this product!!! It has made a big difference to me. Everything else causes irritation and I had UTI s before switching to foam disinfectant. Thank you! NB, Bromley (22 October 2020)I am fed up with a gynecologist describing the things that make
things worse: Oestradiol pessaries, cream with parabens etc. Came across yes -- great stuff! DD, Farlington (21st October 2020)I have ms lichen and this non-concentrated wash is the best product ever, thank you JR, Haslemere (20 October 2020)Your vaginal moisturizer has changed my life! Seriously, thank you very much I've had a wild couple of years getting diagnosed for
multiple sexual issues and going through a lot of treatments and treatment. So once things were better, I still can't find lubricants that didn't bite and also really threatens and carries my inner skin. Your vaginal moisturizer does exactly that for me and made sex possible again for me. I really feel miracle SA, Warwickshire (19 October 2020)The chat person really sold me on the
product and was able to answer all my questions. IB, Ipswich (18 October 2020)Good to be able to chat online to decide on the best product. I would love to be offered nh samples, Sheringham (17 October 2020)After breast cancer and taking estrogen blockers, vaginal dryness is a big problem. I love your products they don't burn and sccator thin and fit easily. I found your
company on the breast cancer site and I am very happy I did. KS, Donnington (October 16, 2020)I've been using this product very sometime now and it is the very best you will find. I was desperate to find a product that gave me relief, from the first application I knew I had found something special and I haven't used anything else since. I don't have to use steroid cream anymore
as I don't have any problems now. I can't thank you enough for this product, it really is amazing Los Angeles, Petersfield (October 15, 2020)Did not realize that the itching you were experiencing was curable until I read this article in Telegraph magazine and found great relief immediately on buying your product. NG, Cheshire (October 14, 2020)I have been using your products for
about 8 years now. I have never had a reaction, irritation or sensitivity to it. FA, Aylesbury (13 October 2020)I am a psychotherapist, I was given some of your samples at the Sexual Medicine Conference (Wimpole Street, London). I tried them for myself, and since then he has been a fan. Your products are great! I later kindly sent me some samples for my goodie customer/open
day bags that received gratefully and customer feedback about your products is always really positive. This system is for my personal use and I will also complement your model about becoming a Stockist/trade buyer as I do not recommend any other product for my clients except for you. Keep up the good work! FB, London (12 October 2020)Really worked for dryness and painful
sex. also more useful than anything else I've tried to call SB, Welshpool (11th October 2020)used by and made a big difference as usual to get uti after sex. HN, Harrow (October 10, 2020)Love Yes VM and allowed menopause intimacy to remain as wonderful as before with no allergic reactions - and I am super sensitive to most products. PP, Dorset (October 9, 2020)
recommended me from a medical professional who has done a lot of research so i won't use anything else now KR, Wadbridge (October 8, 2020) using yes my life has changed. I used to become terribly uncomfortable and itchy after using other lubricants, and now I've been given a new chance to live, where I feel normal again. Thank you DA, Guildford (October 7, 2020) I've
been using your products for a while - only the products I've found that helped my vaginismus. This issue didn't go away, but the products made it copable with me and my husband - And I join a group of women who owe your huge company of thanks. CA, Solihull (6 October 2020)Yes is the best product I have found to improve the sensuality of a sexual experience. Thank you. x
Oh, Weybridge (October 5, 2020)Literally the only lubricant that I tried not to cause irritation! ER, Redditch (4 October 2020)I am 56 years old and I have just started vagifem (alternate days) but it was not enough to relieve pain with Arubanitis. I am now using both vagifem and MM and this has transformed the quality of my life. I am very pleased to have discovered VM as no
other vaginal moisturizers have been effective for relieving burning, itching and pain. A great product. IN, Crewe (3 October 2020)I have always been 100% happy with your products and services. There are simply no others in the market that can be compared. I would be very interested in marketing them here in Spain. KO, Spain (October 2, 2020)I live in Norway and we can not
get yes products here. I put my gynecologist on your site and seemed really interested. I love the vaginal moisturizer that tempered my vaginal atrophy gynae i noticed the difference! GB, Norway (1 October 2020)I have used VM and WB lubricantand it is much better than anything else on the market I have tried several but yes it was the best FV, Lincoln (30 September 2020)I
have had painful sex for most of my active sex life. It wasn't until a friend suggested to me that i even turn my lubrication that I came across your products and tried them. I suffered pain during sex during dryness and regular cystitis. I have tried both yes OB, WB and OMG! What a difference! I am now a regular WB user, both with my partner and on my own. Lasts for a long time,
no pain, no infections yet, no sticky feeling, just fun! This is a game changer and should be given to every woman as she enters puberty! OM, Salisbury (29 September 2020)Fantastic ! I love how you can tailor your product components and all the additional help and advice you provide. Hey you I've turned my life around. Thank you! CC, Norwich (28 September 2020)After a year
of discomfort caused by vaginal dryness due to menopause in the around time, many trips to The Doctor and chemist to treat thrush, washes, and more, I came across this product by accident late one night. It was the best discovery I've ever had my problems cleared, and my sex life has also benefited. Thank you! RT, Rochdale (27th September 2020)I wanted to use something
natural for my dryness because I seem sensitive to many products. My dryness became so bad that it became painful to have intercourse. I still sometimes have a bit of pain but it's much better. I will continue to use yes water-based lubricants because I did not react negatively to it and made my problem more comfortable. OK, Glasgow (26 September 2020)Wonderful products
that changed my sex life and dramatically reduced the normal incidents of thrush. Thank you so much wonderful people! MR, Liverpool (25 September 2020)Your products are sending God!! It made a complete difference in my intimate life with my husband. JN, Chichester (24th September 2020)Like the fact that it is organic no perfumes or chemicals as i am unable to use soap or
anything that contains chemicals or perfumed due to dm thrush, Grimsby (23 September 2020)I've got a problem that no one can help me but your products definitely help me a lot and I can't imagine my life without a company yes now , Southampton (22 September 2020) I've just tried my wife for all kind of substances Vaginal and your product helps more for RB vaginal
atrophy, Falmouth (21 September 2020)The best lubricant I've ever tried. OL, Cardiff (20 September 2020)I have tried my first order and are very impressed, specifically with being organic, great texture and comfort. Very happy with the products. BG, Durham (19 September 2020)After breast cancer and taking estrogen blockers, vaginal dryness is a big problem. I love your
products they don't burn and sccator thin and fit easily. I found your company on the breast cancer site and I am very happy I did. DD, Clovely (September 18, 2020)I have been using this product very sometime now and it is the very best you will find. I was desperate to find a product that gave me relief, from the first application I knew I had found something special and I haven't
used anything else since. I don't have to use steroid cream anymore as I have no problems now. I can't thank you enough for this product, it is really amazing SI, Isle of Wight (September 17, 2020) didn't realize that the itching you were experiencing was healing until I read this article in Telegraph magazine and found great relief immediately on buying your product. LB, Norfolk
(September 16, 2020)I am a sexual therapist, i was given some of your samples at the Sexual Medicine Conference. I tried them for myself, and since then he has been a fan. The products are great!. I later kindly sent me some samples for my goodie customer/open day bags that received gratefully and customer feedback about your products is always really positive. This
system is for my personal use and I will also complement your model about becoming a Stockist/trade buyer as I do not recommend any other product for my clients except for you. Keep up the good work! TM, Essex (15 September 2020)Really worked for dryness and painful sex. Also more useful than anything else I've tried for interstitial cystitis. AR, Enfield (September 14,
2020)Has been used before and has made a big difference as usual to get uti after sex. SD, Salisbury (September 13, 2020)Love Yes VM and allowed menopause intimacy to remain as wonderful as before with no allergic reactions - and I am super sensitive to most products. NB, Birmingham (12th September 2020) recommended to me from a medical professional who has done
a lot of research so i will not use anything else now PL, Oxford (11 September 2020) using yes has changed my life. I used to become terribly uncomfortable and itchy after using other lubricants, and now I've been given a new chance to live, where I feel normal again. Thank you IK, Miro (September 10, 2020)Yes is the best product I have found to improve the sensuality of the
sexual experience. Thank you. x HD, Hungerford (September 9, 2020)Literally the only lubricant that i tried not to cause irritation! RE, Eastleigh (8 September 2020)I am 56 years old and I have just started Vagifem (alternate days) but it was not enough to relieve the pain with myocargia. I am now using both Vagifem and MM and this has transformed the quality of my life. I am
very pleased to have discovered VM as no other vaginal moisturizers have been effective for relieving burning, itching and pain. A great product. TR, Reading (September 7, 2020)I have always been 100% happy with your products and services. There are simply no others in the market that can be compared. M B, Birmingham (6 September 2020)I live in Norway and can't get yes
products here. I put my gynecologist on your site and seemed really interested. I love the vaginal moisturizer that tempered my vaginal atrophy gynae i noticed the difference! NI, Norway (5 September 2020)I have used VM and WB lubricants and they are much better than anything else on the market I have tried several but yes it was the best FG, Florence (4 September
2020)Save our relationship! The sex was so painful I tried to avoid it for a long time before seeing a consultant at the hospital who told me yes the products were excellent, it was right. HD, Ludlow (3rd September 2020)Separate packaging. The product is amazing! This lubrication is not sticky and cannon like all the others. OG, Glasgow (2 September 2020)Wondered why it was
called yes, when using it was self explanatory ! LN, Suffolk (1 September 2020)I am just grateful to know that there is a product about women's health, the right way. No abnormal extras thank you. KR, Christchurch (31 August 2020)I have only had samples from a healthcare professional but I was so impressed I developed the system. FN, Falmouth (August 30, 2020) I love it! It
has been used for a long and great time to see the increase in the popularity of RC, Colchester (29 August 2020) VM is miracle GB, Gibraltor (28 August 2020) really glad that i found a recyclable and sustainable option. PY, Nottingham (27th August 2020)Your product gives amazing results. BS, Warwickshire (26th August 2020)Your product gives amazing results. RE, Essex (25
August 2020)Absolutely love and have saved my sex life!! Thank you! DS, Dudley (August 24, 2020)What can I say! It has been used for several years now and I recommend it to many people. RT, Gloucester (23 August 2020)I am almost 54 and have been battling through nearly menopause for 3 years now. Menopause will be officially in October because it will represent one
year of any periods. Along with hot flashes, night sweats, headaches, memory loss, cognitive decline, hair loss and palpitations, got very dry. Dehydration meant that intercourse became so painful that it was almost impossible. I tried the leading supermarket brand (KY), but the burning sensation and stingwhen it was applied was appalling and seemed to make matters worse in
the long run. It probably contains alcohol, which has a drying effect on the skin. It certainly didn't help. Google searched one later, and I found yes water based on which we have used for over a year now. Intercourse was less painful when used, but the initial penetration was still uncomfortable. There was no stinging or burning when it was applied and has good survival strength. I
was reading the publication that came in the box and I read about the effect of double slipping to put oil on a first basis and then water on top. I ordered a tube of oil yes menu and never looked back. Using both oil-based and water-based, intercourse is now 99% pain-free, which is incredible after many years of discomfort. My husband loves to feel it and is very happy to use it. I
would say to any pre-menopausal, or menopausal woman there to try the double slip effect. Water-based will help you a lot, but putting both has transformed our sex life. Menopause is tough enough as it is, without having to grit your teeth during sex! I hope this Yestimonial will help other suffering 50 thing there! It's working!!!! GH, London (22 August 2020)I thought I should share
with you the following excellent experience I had using my yes cleanse and yes VM. I went through a period where, out of a vacuum, I found suffers from reverse psoriasis. I really felt blessed having yes products. I used them hard, and the problem was quickly wiped out. With something like discomfort my doctor said to expect. I recommend yes to friends and family with full
confidence. JN, Bristol (21 August 2020)I am very thrilled to have discovered your company and products! Feel like fresh grapes now unpicked and not old raisins! NJ, Liverpool (20 August 2020)Very happy for your existing company! I have tried other lubricants, but yes the products have the perfect combination of oil and aquatic products that are natural and do not cause any
problems. Thank you for your company for the many women who need help!!! AZ, Yeovil (19th August 2020)Our excellent sex life is suddenly hampered by my menopause symptoms now returning to what it was before because of your products! No negative reactions from my sometimes sensitive skin/intimate tissues either. Thank you for helping me and my patient partner who is
physically endless, and if I am honest with regard to myself, mentally too. BC, Birmingham (18 August 2020)Very happy with the product. Necessary during/after menopause, it will be used for many years. 'Off-shelf' lubricants will not be used in the supermarket because they are filled with chemicals. SH, Essex (17 August 2020)Excellent products, natural ingredients, no aroma
(except natural rose oil which is good for the skin), customer service is very helpful. WS, Wickham (16 August 2020)I am very satisfied with your products. I have used other brands recommended by my OB/GYN. However, I feel they do not work as well as your product does - especially your product line cleansed. Your product doesn't work great keeping me 'balanced', which was
a big challenge for me. I love your product very much, I have provided your information to my OB/GYN, so they can refer your products as an option to other patients. I'm also glad that your products are organic. IS, Chester (15 August 2020)I made my first order only 2 weeks for some samples and I love WB products! So much so that it was only 2 weeks and I want to load up my
stock already. The application is easy to use and just be the right size. I have changed my relationship dramatically, as I can now enjoy being with my partner rather than worrying about dryness and pain. MM, Norfolk (August 14, 2020)I love this brand and I just ever feel comfortable using it. I've recommended it to everyone! NA, Swanage (13th August 2020)Is an amazing product.
I didn't have any allergic reactions to it. My husband and I thank you if the theme ever comes with friends I will recommend this product! JS, Salford (12th August 2020)I love your products. Keep me away from the KF Doctor's office, London (11th August 2020)I just love, love, love your products. They've transformed my life! CA, Chichester (10 August 2020)Great product.......
Nothing's available like that. TR, Totnes (August 9, 2020) is an excellent product. Much better than the rest. LS, Southsea (August 8, 2020) I've been This for about a month, and it completely changed my intimate life with my partner. This has made being a pleasant, enjoyable and stress-free intimacy. DM, Malrborough (7th August 2020)I have used your lubricant by &amp; it is
really good any sensitivity to your products at all. I have a very sensitive skin that does not irritate your products at all which has been such relief after suffering for a long time. PO, Cambridge (6 August 2020)I bought this product about a month ago for the first time and never received it. After getting in touch with customer service, the service department was very accommodating
and immediately sent me a new product with days. My friend and I looooved absolutely experience with this product, and sex will never be the same again (for the better :-)). TA, Christchurch (5 August 2020)Fantastic. I have tried everything possible to resolve the drought and have done nothing. This gel is amazing and does not bite like a lot of them. EF, Falmouth (August 4,
2020) You changed my life! Thank you. I contacted customer service and explained to me after the hysterectomy problems and really appreciated the sincere conversation and recommendation. DG, Dublin (3 August 2020)The very best product... No smell, feels great and works! NR, Reading (August 2, 2020)We have been using water-based products for several years and find
them to be an excellent natural product. Thank you yes IH, Ipswich (1 August 2020) I thought that my days of intimacy were over as soon as i hit menopause. The pain was unbearable I tried other lubricants... The pain was still there. But when I tried yes yes.... I'm a woman again!!! I recommend it 100% TB, St. Just (31 July 2020)I was not able to enjoy pain-free sex until I tried ah!
Yes water-based. Not only is it amazing to have pain-free sex it does not have overall odors and is very easy to clean. A little goes a long way my sex life is 100 percent better my partner also loves and he's grateful that I found something that actually works. I would definitely recommend it. KD, Crewe (July 30, 2020)Fantasic. I have a condition which means I can not use bath or
intimate products for example more than anti lubricants because they irritate. This range is the only one that works. I also use yes VM which is a gift from heaven as I use it on a daily basis without any problems. Please do not get rid of this product as it is a lifesaver for people with my condition as it stops burning and irritates as it can be used as much as you need without causing
issues. GF, Salford (29 July 2020)Products are fantastic, last for a long time without reapplying and I feel good about using them. YN, Glasgow (28 July 2020) Your products have helped in my fight to prevent UTI! KR, Kent (27 July 2020)I can't help but say that using yes VM with a rod has changed my life. I can't recommend this product enough. Thank you FD, (July 26, 2020) I've
been using Yes for a number of years (8) and it is a wonderful IN-New Forest (July 25, 2020)Alway use washing for 3 years DW, Warwick (24 July 2020)Using water-based products and oil based on my friend I feel young again (not 70+) and able to enjoy intimacy without pain. BH, Harrow (23rd July 2020)Best found, ever. General Motors, Chester (July 22, 2020) The product has
been in use for years. It's a great DB, Birmingham (21 July 2020) effective long-term well-thought-out products. SS, Krakow (20 July 2020) works very well and helps my discomfort during sd sex, Dudley (July 19, 2020) yes brings extra fun to intimate experiences. Your organic approach and set of values is greatly appreciated. It also extends to the aforementioned pleasure. Thank
you! IA, Andover (18th July 2020)feels great. Smooth and not sticky. Very easy to slip and no smell. EH, West Sussex (July 17, 2020) has saved our marriage. Literally. HN, London (16 July 2020)The only product that did not create a burn or stinging. I tried quite a few. FB, Marlowe (July 15, 2020)Amazing Stuff! Won't buy anything else now VS, Crewe (July 14, 2020)I sent free
samples and had a great time! I've struggled a little bit with other lubes and I think I've found what I've been looking for! NR, Ealing (13th July 2020)Is an excellent product. It works well and I love knowing that the ingredients are safe. MU, Ipswich (12th July 2020)Yes OB is a magic I apply daily to keep moisturizer. I love all the products that God was sending to my allergies
because of premenopausal. The doctors weren't sympathetic, they just wanted me to take hormone replacement. Hummmm did so my own research. The best thing ever AD, Liverpool (11th July 2020)Made a wonderful product my life is much better ED, Petersfield (10 July 2020)Love as it is organic no allergies as with other IJ lubricants, Swindon (9 July 2020)It's great. You won't
be enjoying sex without him! HN, Yeovil (July 8, 2020)We just may be getting our romantic life back as husband and wife. RM, Kingston (7 July 2020)I have Sjorgrens syndrome and this product really helps. TN, Plymouth (6 July 2020)Your vaginal moisturizer has completely changed my life - no drier, no painful sex, no bleeding. Also, all of your oils are incredible. I love wb and my
husband loves OB. CD, Coventry (5 July 2020)After using a number of different products for menopause vaginal dryness I found that I was allergic to most of them,I found yes the only product that does not irritate me and gives me immediate and long-term relief KF, Okehampton (4 July 2020)It's the best product I've tried for vaginal dryness. RE, Bath (3rd Jul 2020) I feel very
peace of mind using a high quality product like yes, knowing that it is safe. TH, Wiltshire (2 July 2020)I have just finished intense For breast cancer as a result suffered with vaginal atrophy. Yes VM moisturizer also helped relieve symptoms and I feel much more like me. A gift from heaven! Thanks yes o BW, Guildford (July 1st 2020)Used the product for the first time this year after
hearing about this on a TV show talking about postmenopausal.... Nothing helped before this is an amazing product AD, Durham (June 30, 2020)I have made a real difference, thank you RD, London (June 29, 2020)My wife is pleased with your product, and she tells her the incredible difference made, I am also happy! IF, Glasgow (28 June 2020)One of my favorites - tops for
natural feel and ingredients! MN, Texas (June 27, 2020)I love this product, we use WB and OB and swear out. It makes such a difference to the pain I get during normal sex GW, Halifax (26 June 2020)Thank you very much for providing products like this and I have never seen a check box with LS on it - thanks for your knowledge and research on these terms. NI, Somerset (25
June 2020)One of the very few lubricants I have tried to do not cause irritation. MK, Norfolk (24 June 2020)Best lubricant I've ever discovered, no sex life without it..... DD, Oxford (23 June 2020)Fab Product.... Vm.... Can't manage without it! IY, Merseyside (22 June 2020) are the best and only ones I will use. Thank you for supplying such products of natural quality. SK,
Lancashire (21st June 2020)Yes makes my life more fun and easy. Didn't? Using your natural products is my great intimate life and the shopping experience is very easy. High quality products, at a good price along with great service. What girl can need more! Thank you. X LE, Rolands Castle (20 June 2020)makes an incredible difference to the quality of sex thank you! WV,
Peterborough (June 19, 2020)World Bank lubricant is a great product, only one that does not cause me a vaginal allergic reaction. HN, Greater Manchester (18 June 2020) Has been experiencing discomfort recently and the water-based yes humidifier has been a total saving grace. It's very soothing and not sticky at all or oily. It really feels like working with my body instead,
relieving my discomfort in just one or two days. Vaginal dryness/irritation is a problem most women I know have experienced in the 20s and yes the stylish brand and a comprehensive message dispels with no embarrassment in buying or using their products. Moreover, there is an additional bonus for products that are certified organic! I definitely recommend the full range. NM,
Gloucester (17 June 2020)Since using Yes along with medical guidance I now enjoy sex with my husband after a long period of abstinence due to painful sex JN, Ravenglass (June 16, 2020)Has been an incredible yes products for me since my diagnosis of lichen sclerosis. I can use OB as a daily moisturizer and world bank of intercourse that completely changed my sexual ity. I
was previously dry and uncomfortable, so painful and now we can enjoy it together completely again. RD, Lavenham (June 15, 2020) I came across your products when I discovered that after so many years of pain and dehydration it was down to the silicone lubricant you were using from Summer Anne. One night my area was very swollen and I came to me was irritated by the
lubricant unsure why I didn't think it was before - I generally thought that the pills that I've been on since the age of 16 caused dehydration to how far I did and also killed the sex drive. When I got out of the pill on 24/25 the drive was coming back and I tried new things as well as silicone lubrication which initially felt great, I just thought that burning sensation was a soothing
lubrication for dryness and a little swelling was normal, it wasn't until recently I was working for a company and the customer complaint came through that it had a sensitivity of bra that was actually down to silicon! That week we made love and my area was very bloated and painful and i came all this time from being out of pill from 24/25years old to 28 was lubricating this! It was
here that I thought I needed either a good water-based lubrication or moisturizer I came across your brand on lovehoney and was ticking all the boxes with great reviews and made a new general decision at the beginning of 2019 to start changing and going to membership. Honestly I won't try another brand! He changed my sex life, calmed down and didn't cause any swelling, all I
need now is a good natural condom! :) HH, Goudhurst (June 14, 2020) it is the most natural product and the best performance and fun of its kind on the market. I love everything about it and the company's ethics too. AM, Des (June 13, 2020)The best personal lubricants and disinfection products on the planet!!!! I wish they were around much sooner! NM, Fife (June 12, 2020)I
have allergic reactions and have become sensitive to another after another, which will start to burn after use for a while. I've been using yes for at least a year, and when I told my husband I was rearranging he just asked did he come by a gallon? TR, Virginia Waters (June 11, 2020)I love your products. They are very effective and have made a big difference to me. I have seen a
significant improvement in my symptoms. I have recommended your products to my family doctor and I would recommend your products to every woman. Thank you so much for making these products available. RC, Orkney (June 10, 2020)I found it really good in the past. Tell my gynecologist about it, and he now recommends to his other patients! DM, Lynmouth (June 9, 2020)
The staff are incredibly friendly and helpful. KF, Isle of Mull (June 8, 2020) It's the best. No doubt, there's nothing. SB, Cartmel (June 7, 2020) is excellent. Using for 5 years! No problems with BV! I am 61 years old, ideal for managing vaginal dryness. Shrek loves feeling and taste! AW, Skipton (June 6, 2020)I'm sensitive to everything I've ever tried, except yes. Thank you! JT,
Burnsall (June 5, 2020) works very well. I have been using it for 6 years and helps with vaginal atrophy. JP, Portsmouth (4 June 2020)This product does a job that nothing in the medical world ever recommends. It is very pure (it is also useful anywhere else where soothing... What a pity this wasn't around in my baby changing days! RE, Bibury (June 3, 2020)Feeling perfectly



normal. It's really tasteless and feelno different from natural lubrication MT, Clovelly (June 2, 2020)Thank you very much, your products have made a world of difference! BN, Lichfield (1st Jun 2020)I am very pleased with your products - the ingredients are gentle, moisturizing, and lubricating without being greasy and messy. I love the application process - makes the app easy and
healthy. RB, Virginia (May 31, 2020)The only disinfectant I use without a stinging sensation - thank you! NS, Somerset (30 May 2020) I have certainly improved my quality of life since 2013 when i was diagnosed with vaginal atrophy. Thanks for your products! FA, Farringdon (29th May 2020)I love the products - not heavy and they feel natural. Thank you! PY, Runnymead (28
May 2020)It is an incredible difference that I feel when using this product and after intercourse IR, Ripon (27 May 2020)Love! completely oiled there. Making love is a gorgeous CG, Newbury (May 26, 2020) older user, happily returning to active sexuality after a 20-year gap. Thank you it has been a very accomplished experience. PA, Highlands (May 25, 2020) I've been using YES
VM applicator for 2 weeks now and I'm very satisfied so far very good. BH, Lyme Regis (24 May 2020)Vagina moisturizer and world bank lubricants are awesome and will continue to buy these. DB, St Albans (May 23, 2020)It's Fab for old dried peaches like me! GD, Bournemouth (22 May 2020)I have been a real help, thank you! NG, Goering by the Sea (May 21,
2020)Magnificent - why don't these products talk about more! I've been struggling for years and these products are the only ones that have given me my life back - huge thank you! KR, Milton Keynes (20 May 2020)I bought a trial package some time ago and it was a great way to work on the products i preferred. Now I can go directly to those products. DP, Sunderland (May 19,
2020) I am very grateful that these products exist. As a member of the hereditary and ovarian breast cancer community, I appreciate any products that are natural and safe to use. The products work beautifully and make a big difference! Thank you! TJ, Hereford (May 18, 2020)Very Happy Found Products. M.M. saved me very nice to use. No irritation or strange feeling at all. Just
like natural thank you RE, Lincoln (May 17, 2020)Being a breast cancer survivor I've finally found a product that is not only safe for me to use, but actually works! Thank you! Thank you! Thank you! TH, Coventry (16 May 2020)Being a breast cancer survivor I've finally found a product that is not only safe for me to use, but actually works! Thank you! Thank you! Thank you! TH,
Coventry (16 May 2020)I love your product. I have been very helpful and taking up very physical, emotional and psychological stress for me as I had to have a hysterectomy at a fairly young age. Thank you for this product and all your efforts. They turned back the clock, enabling my husband and I to have our time together. The ability to be physical as we are accustomed to it is
invaluable on many levels. Love your products! I'll take samples of Gino the next time I go for an annual check-up so you can try it and let others know. JN, Oregon (May 15, 2020)Tried with YES Cleanse and were the only things that have helped me since the birth of my youngest. WV, Sheffield (14 May 2020)Your products are the absolute best!!! SL, York (May 13,
2020)Excellent washing foam. Wb lubricants are not sticky or oily. Wash away easily. LM, Solihull (May 12, 2020)Absolutely love products. I made such a difference in my intimate life. Miles before any of those ready-made are available in pharmacies. SK, Salcombe (May 11th, 2020)These products are by far the best you can get. Anyone with problems, a man should try them. I
credited the vaginal moisturizer yes with helping me recover from a particularly long treadmill of yeast infection /BV (on top of vulvodynia - extremely painful and debilitating). I've been helping RL, Lulworth (10th May 2020)It's a beautiful product for women like me who have gone through menopause and it's very safe and I would definitely recommend to my friends HY, Cardiff
(May 9, 2020)I've been using yes moisturizers and lubricants for some time now, and absolutely no complaints. VM product has been a welcome relief of vaginal dryness and is also useful with urinary and intestinal problems; The moisturizer penetrates the skin barriers and I am sure it prevents dehydration in other areas of the pelvic area. The symptoms of menopause are simply
terrible and very debilitating. Yes products have regained some sanity in my life. DL, Alabama (May 8, 2020)The great product has helped me a lot. Recommend to all women AR, Worcester (7 May 2020)I will not stop using yes WB and yes OB and yes and yes pH cleanse RE, Cheshire (6th May 2020)It really helped me a great product and makes me feel comfortable for the
whole day IL, Cambridge (5 May 2020)received Trial pack and use vm moisturizer, really helped NA, Woking (4 May 2020)It's good, gentle and no bite IM, Normandy (May 3, 2020)I love the fact that it is all natural which is very important to me because I usually have reactions to perfumes. AK, Kentucky (May 2, 2020)After breast cancer has helped a lot. KO, Maryland (May 1,
2020)A very great product really very effective WM, Paris (30 April 2020)Has given me a great deal of relief. LM, Redhill (April 29, 2020)Trust product on my skin. Thank you BE, Hove (28 April 2020) After being diagnosed with breast cancer at 49 years of age, after 5 operations, chemotherapy and radiation therapy I didn't think it would get any worse but then to top off everything
along came an early menopause which seemed to destroy any intimacy I thought I might get back to. Then I discovered yes, no more dry or painful sex. I can enjoy normal life again. Completely different from any other vaginal moisturizer or lubrication. He just looks normal!!! Thanks yes IG, Missouri (April 27, 2020)makes being postmenopausal more comfortable. CW, Sevenoaks
(26 April 2020)Helps our sex life through PC menopause changes, St Johns (25 April 2020)Excellent feminine washing. I searched for PH Palanz Natural Wash and found your product in Google. I use it every day sometimes twice a day no dryness or discomfort. I don't have bacterial vaginosis and fish smell anymore. No more embarrassment I love the nice rose smell my happy
partner is also very satisfied with your product. YN, CA (April 24, 2020)The first time I used a product from this site, it wasn't one right to my needs. She didn't have a penis, so I found it messy. I got my GP this product for me on a prescription over a year ago and I found it OK but then recommended another one with estrogen that I was instead, but kept forgetting the days that I
was supposed to use it so I stopped. Then I got symptoms of horrific urinary tract infection - pain in particular so far no infection appeared in my urine sample. I still had one of these applicators left of my last prescription and use it. Within an hour it was an incredible relief. NM, Fanrham (23 April 2020)I am happy knowing it's not a DG-based HRT product, London (22 April 2020)I
find it very soothing and reduces po symptoms, Oxford (21 April 2020) Since going through menopause sex is really painful, but since using yes products, I got a lot easier! These products are the best I've tried and also have not been tested on animals which for me is a big plus FN, Finland (20 April 2020)the best products I've ever used!!! The laundry is amazingly gorgeous! I
sent me a sample yes VM and oh my God! Having even used a sample I ordered more products! Your rock products! JN, Idaho (April 19, 2020)I'm newly diagnosed with LS and it's all very weird and scary. This site was. Thank you very much BR, Bath (April 18, 2020)My intimate life is great again. My husband and I have not enjoyed penetration at all because of the pain and
discomfort. My menopausal symptoms of dehydration have improved a lot..... I could hardly walk in the past due to soreness, dehydration and complete discomfort. How much, Paxton (April 17, 2020))Feels like my natural lubrication and love the fact that it doesn't have any taste, keep it secret. EO, Plymouth (April 16, 2020)The best things out there. Recommend for everyone. PP,
Isle of Wight (April 15, 2020)I believe that your products use high standards and have been very helpful with changes in my postmenopausal body. EL, Kent (14 April 2020)Your products are fantastic, and I can feel good about using them for both health and ethical reasons. NS, Swindon (13 April 2020)Really saves my life. I suffer from fibromyalgia and vulvodynia LM,
Glastonbury (April 12, 2020)I am very happy to have found these products. Worried about chemicals due to cancer treatment. They work great LD, Bude (April 11th, 2020) it's the best product. Nothing else compares. PR, Dundee (10 April 2020)The first product I was where I had no dermatitis or burning contact. It can be applied several times a day for irritation and inflammation.
Thank you for the nice product. ND, Exmore (April 9, 2020)Is a great product with organic ingredients that work as described and do not cause any inconvenience/irritation. IL, Peak Zone (April 8, 2020)I am very impressed with the product! The site as well as all of the information and purchase experience is above and out professional - all you could ever want from the online
purchasing experience! It took me a long time to find such a wonderful product - but it's better late than never! I'm still at the beginning stage of treating menopause drought but I'm sure that the continued use of this product will only yield better and better results - I'm already noticing much less discomfort with anything else I've tried - thank you for everything you do! Joe,
Manchester (April 7, 2020) Vaginal moisturizer has made a big difference to me. MW, Cirencester (April 6, 2020) I love the unsire cleanser! It makes me feel like I'm doing something good for my body! NK, York (April 5, 2020) For those of us in more than 70 collections. It helps to make the intimacy exciting HU, Whitby (April 4, 2020)OB is an excellent product does not bite and
provides a lot of fun. CW, Lyme Regis (April 3, 2020)It's the best lubricant out there. Thank you! JB, Cambridge (2 April 2020)Made fun sex again after menopause FB, Corve Castle (1 April 2020)I am very happy that this product exists. It has been a great benefit to our sex life and vaginal dryness after menopause. LK, London (March 31, 2020)Your new VM makes such a big
difference after cancer treatment and menopause ... Thank you for making the safe. Organic products. FG, Salisbury (March 30, 2020) is an excellent product, and I'm happy to use something organic that works very well. OR, Exeter (March 29, 2020) The oil-based lubricant is pretty amazing. I had no idea that sex could be very comfortable and also mind blowing. I've used silicon-
based water and oils before, but it's just been fine, and oil-based is everything. I wish I had known about it earlier! NM, Wakefield (28 March 2020)I am very grateful to be making a product that has not changed the ingredients (I am sensitive to many things) and my husband and I now have a great intimacy because we found your products of high quality consistent. Thank you so
much. California, Litchfield (March 27, 2020) My product has helped a lot after surgery. I really like to be organic. BW, Carlisle (March 26, 2020) I've been using this wonderful product for a few years. It cannot tell my body as a natural lubricant. Fun, comfortable and 100% effective for a great IN experience, Lancaster (25 March 2020)After having a complete hysterectomy and body
ablation just didnâ€™™ not react well. Thanks for yes I can feel more like me. I wouldn't ™ want to live without it now KG, Preston (24 March 2020)Life saver for us. I love all the natural ingredients. DS, Salford (March 23, 2020) It's the best. The relief I got with vm was really amazing. I told all my friends and gave them samples. They are now users of your product. Thanks for
making my body feel young again! OT, Winchester (March 22, 2020)Only the best with the right ingredients RN, Canterbury (March 21, 2020) has also helped with frequent UTIs - probably because of the balance of PH FN, Lichfield (20th March 2020)My intimate life has changed like any other product. It really brought me back an amazing product. Thank you! LM, Hereford
(March 19, 2020) I have a Sclerc lichen and have made remarkable progress since using your products. Before that, I was simply keeping progress rather than progress. The products are very soothing! SA, Leeds (18 March 2020)Thank you! Thank you! Thank you! I had created a wonderful product  KU, Chelmsford (March 17, 2020)I can't thank you enough, after a few years
not being able to have sex with my husband due to vaginal dryness and menopause, I have used this product only a few times with great success. I have been using the hormone cream prescribed by my doctor with minimal success mostly because of my concern about using the product after my mother's loss of breast cancer (I have to confirm my doctor fully confirmed that it
was safe to use only my insecurity) AN, Bristol (March 16, 2020) as a sufferer of atrobeic vaginitis site is very informative and I found it reassuring that your products do not contain hormones. PL, Glasgow (15 March 2020)I have used all of the disinfectant Water-based lubricants for several years and very pleased. Feel refreshed and clean after using disinfectant. The lubricant is
wonderful. Vaginal moisturizer has also been used. HH, Southend (March 14, 2020)I was looking for lubrication that is safe while nursing, this was surprisingly difficult, and I'm relieved the search is over! EM, Birmingham (13th March 2020)These products are functional and safe. Going through menopause was much more fun. Thank you for providing natural and safe products for
women to use. RT, Rustington (12th March 2020)I love this product and more because it is cute on the body and the pair also enjoyed ds, Solihull (11th March 2020)I have saved me without hormones! HN, Totnes (March 10th, 2020)Excellent organic product and excellent service JN, Marlborough (March 9, 2020)Very helpful customer service with HN Questions, Kings Lane
(March 8, 2020)I'm finally able to do away with the dryness of menopause. It's uncomfortable living with and now you don't have to thanks for this product. I shared your information with my DOCTOR OB/GYN and was impressed. TC, Horsham (March 7, 2020)I have used Yes for many years. It's by far the best. TD, Durham (March 6, 2020)I use VM and can honestly say that it has
changed my ga life, Farnham (5 March 2020)Yes oils and washing are the best I've ever used. No inconvenience during the time I've used both. Before using these products I suffered from vaginal atrophy pain, but now I feel comfortable and confident as I did when I was young!! Thank you for that, so much for this perfect 'life saver' EL products, Redditch (March 4, 2020) using
Yes was a gift from heaven. More comfortable now thank you! TI, Ipswich (March 3, 2020)Uti has repeated this product has been a blessing! SK, Sittingbourne (2 March 2020)I never have sex without it LG, Glasgow (1 March 2020)After getting a lot of exposure to chemicals in my youth of spermicide &amp; K-Y, it's a relief to be able to use your products. I feel good, good about it.
Thank you. CO, Havant (29 February 2020)It is very important for me to have products that are safe for breast cancer patients! I appreciate how clear it makes it on your site as well as the intimate health information you provide. Thank you!! OP, Yeovil (February 28, 2020)This product has given me my life again. DB, Birmingham (27 February 2020)I have tried any number of
lubricants and yes it is the only one that does not cause any irritation, which is wonderful. RE, Esher (26th February 2020)I have tried any number of lubricants and yes it is the only one that does not cause any irritation, which is wonderful. HN, Nuneaton (February 25, 2020) is the only product that hasn't given me side effects. MP, Lyme Regis (24th February 2020)Amazing what
difference makes AK, Ludlow (23 February 2020)I used chat on the site and got so much good information that I knew To the system. Kuala Lumpur, Plymouth (February 22, 2020) I found it a wonderful product, even much nicer than my body of glycerin-based products. I followed the instructions for use but found that at the moment I need to use it every two days. It's a shame I
didn't come across it earlier. I recommended it to a friend. After i had a hysterectomy 20 years ago, and after i passed minabois, I was not given any advice on what could happen. I think there is a need to change the mental set, the subject of dry vagina and symptoms should be able to be discussed more openly and freely to help all women go through it. Very helpful customer
service staff. Keep up with the great work! EG, Norwich (21 February 2020)Yes, as an organization greatly helped.... I don't use anything else I'm sorry to say that one particular doctor (who I now no longer see.. he was particularly dismissive when I explained my problem to her !!!!!. AF, Milton Keynes (February 21, 2020) I used to use Sylk but after a while it was annoying, so I
looked at alternative products and found that yes ticked all the boxes. TC, Harrogate (20th February 2020)Nothing else similar in the market. Thank you. VC, Essex (20 February 2020)These products are fantastic! Great fun - boosters and very soothing! LD, Dundee (19 February 2020)I am very grateful i found you. Finally, I can have a sex life without all the problems of atrophy
Kuala Lumpur, Kingston (19 February 2020)Can't believe the difference that made  Ah, London (18 February 2020)The only thing that works! OJ, Driotwich (February 18, 2020) Amazing products. I have tetanus stiffness and Have been in pain for many years. We now regularly use yes OB, and have it for the last 10 years, the difference is amazing. While I won't heal
completely, I'm 90% better most of the time. This makes everything the best of everything ever. I won't travel without it when we accidentally do both my partner and I'm unhappy! HJ, Bury St Edmunds (February 17, 2020)I love it! Life has changed! Yes VM &amp; OB helped to relieve 3 decades of progressive vulva pain arising from undiagnosed Hypermobils Danlos syndrome
and latex allergies, in addition to recurrent yeast infections of antibiotics for sinus and larynx infections, sensitivity to glycerol, dehydration of nearly 30 years of hormonal birth control, breastfeeding, then peri &amp; postmenopausal menopause. GD, Great Yarmouth (February 17, 2020)Is a great product and as I can't use HRT this product is very useful in all medical needs of
women. NEW YORK, Calais (February 16, 2020)Yes Op Cream helped me greatly with dryness and irritation. I can't be without him PT, Totnes (February 16, 2020)always an excellent product without being really expensive. They work well RN, Devizes (February 15, 2020) I love this product, and most The product that has ever been used and used. AAA +++ AA, Portsmouth
(February 15, 2020) is absolutely fantastic. Nearly 4 weeks without UTI! IH, Marlowe (14th February 2020) Since the use of my yes medical condition products has significantly improved  thank you AL, Nottingham (14 February 2020)The sample is tested from the hospital. He was very impressed. There are no side effects. I felt natural. DK, Earlsfield (13 February 2020)Happy
user for many years DM, Grimsby (13th February 2020)Makes me feel like a woman again LW, Derbyshire (12th February 2020)I am very grateful for this wonderful company and how much they have searched for the formulation and presentation of such beautiful, safe products. Thank you for your sensitivity and emotional care. It's a deep appreciation! YC, East London (12th
February 2020) As a postmenopausal woman who recently started a sexual relationship after many years of any sex I can tell my partner and I am happy with both OB and WB products - great help - thank you. OT, Oxford (11th February 2020)Your products have changed my sex life. After struggling with vaginismus over the past 3 years, affecting my orgasms, confidence and
sex drive, I bought oil lubrication. After 1 use I had the best orgasm in 3 years, and after 5 uses I was back to my, self-free castles. Thanks for these products. They're doing a really good job. LH, Ludlow (10th February 2020) works very well - I've been using it now for nearly 2 years and I'm very happy with the product BS, Cumbria (February 9, 2020)It really helps stop the itch
vaginal wrenchNN, Chester (February 8, 2020) your demand is very easy and your delivery is fast and again, especially. This product can not recommend enough. RS, Salcombe (February 7, 2020)Best product ever! KD, Plymouth (6 February 2020)I have a planus lichen and I am allergic to some substances, but yes lubricants cause no problems at all. IB, Ipswich (February 5,
2020)OMG! Gorgeous M, Marlboro (February 4, 2020)The best product on the market to relieve all the symptoms associated with vaginal dryness. JN, Suffolk (3 February 2020) has suffered for years and while the condition has not disappeared, these products make life more bearable thank you! SA, Dover (February 2, 2020)As a menopause woman... Very important... I use VM
daily for general rest. IV, South Africa (February 1, 2020)Super Efficiency LN, New York (January 31, 2020)I PT pelvic floor who highly recommend your products to my patients! (I also personally buy and use your products. They are the best in the market!) Thank you! YP, St Davids (30th January 2020)It's much better than anything I've used by BH, Gillingham (29th January
2020)Fantastic products. Better than anything else we've used. HF, Farlington (28th January 2020)Sample of VM given to me by a cancer nurse specialist gave immediate relief thank you. FP, Yeovil (27th January 2020)Yes it was very After having to stop hormone replacement therapy. It is unobtrusive and very easy to use and works exactly as described. RK, Kingston (26th
January 2020)I have been using Yes for several years since being diagnosed with breast cancer. Radiation and chemotherapy did number on me. I can honestly testify yes helped me with dehydration and tissue atrophy. I don't know if I have cell renewal, but I definitely feel much better. Yes, it makes me feel much better. AN, Trowbridge (25th January 2020)I am so prone to
thrush. Your products have been used for years... It didn't cause it. Your amazing products for Los Angeles, Sidmouth (January 24th 2020) have long been a buyer for my wife. We swear by your product for older women SW, Milton Keynes (23 January 2020)Yes VM has changed my life and takes me to where I was before cancer treatment. IJ, Peterborough (22 January
2020)Wow... Great experience... Definitely recommend this product... The best sex-stimulating product on the market. My wife has been helped by the intimate dryness NR, Nottingham (January 21, 2020) is a great product - very thankful that it is organic - the best - it works wonderfully for vaginal dryness. GB, London (20th January 2020)I love VM. This makes all the difference in
the world! CT, Fairham (January 19, 2020)Feeling very natural. Most other products are annoying to me. NP, Kent (18th January 2020)Great Products. The best in the market JF, Isle of Wight (17 January 2020)Life change stuff. Age 51. around her. The best sex of my life thanks to this product. Lovina worked but had a relish telling. I don't want to smell and taste like cranberries.
My partner doesn't feel anything. Tubes can be less size you only need about 1/2 amount! M, Middlesex (January 16, 2020)I love the product, I have some nerve damage in the vulva area, this helped to reduce this irritation and pain. The (OP) is the best for me no, Ipswich (January 15, 2020) Thanks to this product I suffer for many years with Sjorgen syndrome and now with
menopause and using your product is a relief that I found thank you Wb, Birmingham (January 14, 2020) using a range of your product has helped to keep my frequent UTI under control and improve my quality of life. LY, London (13th January 2020)Great Products, a beautiful company to deal with TC, Tenby (12th January 2020)Bought a trial package from a website i found
Yestimonials really useful. The packaging is gorgeous and made me feel important and special when I opened it. He appreciated the anonymity of the external packaging. GH, Glasgow (11th January 2020) is a great product. I've been using it for a few years now and recommended it to anyone that mentions issues with dehydration or just need to add a bit of something extra. I call
it my fun cream. ) IB, Birmingham (January 10, 2020)Great products that My wife and I are having fun. Don't use anything else and you'll never use it! TO, Teddington (January 9, 2020)Absolutely the only product there I would use! I've had reactions to everything except this! Best CI, Oxford (January 8, 2020) Yes range of products has been an absolute saving for me as a long-
term menopause sufferer, especially with vaginal dryness and discomfort/sexual activity. The VM group has also been helped with urinary and carrot discomfort because moisturizing properties permeate the pelvic area. WL, Marlborough (7 January 2020)I changed my life almost immediately TB, Lulworth (6th January 2020)I tried your products a few months ago and their high
rate. Thanks for bringing me back my un life, Bath (January 5, 2020)Used only once, i was given a free bag, impressed as I have sensitive skin and usually get slight burn, did with this product WR, reading (4 January 2020)My life changed from bladder infections ~ You don't have one since I started yes water-based product ~ EK, EGM (January 3, 2020)I am a nutrition processor
products and i found yes to be the most effective of any natural range I've ever used. I recommend it to all my clients/friends. SN, Arundel (January 2, 2020)Schlerosis lichen and your creams have really helped YC, Canada (1st January 2020) the best product on the market does not cause irritation like some creams I have tried. RT, Derby (December 31, 2019)Amazing products. I
never thought I'd have a normal sexual relationship with my husband after I was diagnosed with Volvodinia. PU, Prague (30 December 2019)I have a very sensitive skin and yes it is the only product I found that does not give me a reaction. Even other free, natural/organic perfumes, hypoallergenic products irritate my skin, but I use yes without any problems. Thank you for making
it! GW, Southsea (29 December 2019) Is a very good and wonderful product, makes life much easier JN, St Ives (28 December 2019) Thanks for a healthy alternative to Replens LM, Bristol (27 December 2019) is a wonderful product. I am free of symptoms of lichen sclerosis since using your VB products, Manchester (26 December 2019)Keeping our relationship. A great product.
Do not be embarrassed when discussing with customer service. ZB, Hampshire (24 December 2019)Finally to be able to feel comfortable with. Pain to be so dry and uncomfortable I really like this product. DM, Grimsby (23 December 2019) I love your products - wonderful laundry - Teens use it during the ES time period, Liverpool (22 December 2019)OB was a great product to
use and Lichen's symptoms have all disappeared but disappeared! MK, Newbury (21st Dec 2019) I am very grateful to find your products, especially since I now have a menopause body that needs some special care to stay comfortable and be able to enjoy the sexual pleasures of life. Ls (December 20, 2019) YES has relieved my somewhat debilitating symptoms that I forget to
use every 3 days! LL, South Yorkshire (19 December 2019)A wonderful natural product that was a great help after cancer treatment NI , Nuneaton (18th Dec 2019)Yes VM made the most wonderful difference for me. Be as comfortable as this precious commodity! BD, Blackpool (17 December 2019) feels very comfortable, not pungent to the sensitive mucosa. KT, New York
(December 16, 2019)I love your VM products. It wouldn't be without them I've been using your VM for several years and you find it very useful in the battle against a dreadful drought. CR, Colchester (December 15, 2019) is great for using these pure products. I particularly appreciate the logo of the Organic Soil Association. WP, Portsmouth (14 December 2019)We have tried other
lubricants but my wife finds you better. WK, Kettering (13th Dec 2019)We have tried your dual provided package with lubricating oil and water and we had to go back for more. It has been very helpful with dehydration and pain with intercourse, especially since the birth of our daughter. Thank you! OT, Poloni (12th December 2019) Best, I can now have a safe contact with my
friend and not worry about being too dry and painful. I can now enjoy the times when we are together GH, Farlington (11th December 2019) wonderful products, very nice to use, no bad perfumes and stick, feel right to my body and do not irritate. EL, Epping (December 10, 2019) After performing surgery and radiation therapy for cervical cancer, it took me years to find a natural
and effective product. This makes a difference in my life every day NB, Kingston (9 December 2019)wonderful .... Amazing product ... 100% effective LW, Gosport (8 December 2019)I did not think I will find lubricants that will not give me thrush or BV, finally I have and I am very pleased. Yes I turned a lot of shame and thinking there was something wrong with me about my sex
life and I am very grateful. Keep up with this amazing work please! Thank you. JO, Devon (7 December 2019)Has made a big difference in not repeating thrush AB, Birmingham (6 December 2019)Very nice. Do not sting or irritate like other products. HH, Glasgow (5 December 2019)Feeling beautiful once applied. SI, Ipswich (4 December 2019) I love your product. Only the traffic
that doesn't give me BV. Thank you!!!!! PY, Storrington (3 December 2019)Highly recommended helpline support! BE, Reading (2 December 2019) Thanks for creating products for issues that affect women's daily lives. HT, Durham (December 1, 2019)I have been using Yes for a number of years now, a great product, good service. Thank you AF, London (30th Nov 2019)I love
how I was sent a trial package when I wasn't sure at first. I loved them very happy now to buy confidently NO, Plymouth (29 November 2019)Most wonderful feminine washing Product line available in the market. PW, Woking (28th November 2019)I love everything about your products, ethics and customer service! The WB is just amazing in both its natural taste and beautiful
effectiveness. SL, Devon (27th Nov 2019) Yes VM and Gel applications have been used for almost two years now and have greatly improved my comfort level and quality of life. I can wear pants, sit, walk, etc. without inconvenience due to dryness. I have no sensitivity to your products, which is a huge plus and something I often find difficult to find as a result of chemicals added to
most products. I hope to keep on making a VM yes throughout my life and continue to bring relief and quality of life back to the many who need it! Thank you very much NP, Norway (26th Nov 2019)I tried this product a long time ago and loved it. I had tried a few other products in between time, and as my menopausal symptoms around me continued to increase and my vaginal
health changed, I went back to yes, as I had success with using it previously. NN, Reading (25th Nov 2019) This is only my second week - the first batch was on prescription after a vaginal infection. Easy to use, do not leak out and is really pleased that there is an alternative to hormone therapy. AU, Rutland (24th November 2019)I am a breast cancer survivor. He was diagnosed
at the age of 34. I have a BRCA gene and had to get my ovaries removed at the age of 35. Menopause was a nightmare on my body, self-esteem, and my sexuality. These products saved me! There is nothing in the market that is safe for cancer survivors to use for these issues! You have no idea how much these products have given me hope for a normal life again after cancer!
Thank you so much!! IN, Wiltshire (23rd Nov 2019) Your products have been game-changers - never get irritated, never burn, never put chemicals in my body That I will not understand. You guys rock! BN Northern Ireland (22 November 2019)I am a nurse and I really appreciate the information provided on osmolarity. Your explanations really resonated with me FJ, Boston (21
November 2019)I am shocked by what chemotherapy does for the entire body, not just for cancer! As a result, yes! The products are very necessary to me, although I am not in a material relationship. DL, Portsmouth (20th November 2019) My wife and I had a hard time having penetrating sex from the beginning - when we got married, almost three years ago. We have tried all of
the different medical treatments, with little success. Last night, trying again, we found a sample bag of yes OB that the gynecologist had given us. We tried it, and in the go, no problems! HL, Oxford (19 November 2019)A huge relief find these products. You have problems after hysterectomy and cannot use HRT. The drought was affecting my sense of femininity. I found a product
that doesn't irritate my wife. You are the one who sent God thank you. GH, Oregan (17th Nov 2019)I found it a very useful product where I have intolerance to chemical products that burn and irritate me VB, Derby (16th Nov 2019)It feels wonderful and nice and right! Since it is natural, it takes away concerns about what chemicals may be done for this sensitive area i.e. vaginal
plants etc. Thank you so much for making it!!!!! LR, Santa Fe (November 15, 2019)I honestly don't think I can survive without OB. It's the only thing that makes it possible for me to live a semi-normal life. I have tried other products, but they come anywhere near yes OB. It is soothing, healing and a perfectly excellent product. LS, Ludlow (14th November 2019)I order this for my
daughter and after using all kinds of products I ordered this for her and it's the best yet. She was giving him 10 stars. TM, London (13th Nov 2019) is a great product. Helps use pessary. Customer service is good. Thank you. KS, Manchester (12th Nov 2019) I am grateful for the availability of pre-filled vaginal moisturizer bumps, which many other brands fail to provide. Makes
regular vaginal hydration that much easier. They are very comfortable. Thank you. GW, Harrow (11th Nov 2019) easy to clean and efficient. Transformation after cancer treatment. IT, Kingston (10 November 2019)Just gorgeous ... Lovely ladies on the phone who are very helpful and understanding. I love ob very luxurious and healing.. Early menopause, hysterectomy and my
vaginal repair have changed in how it feels. I didn't think again when I was 51 years younger now. Keep doing a great job ladies you're great! AD, Durham (9th Nov 2019) is a very amazing product, it has greatly helped with my postmenopausal condition and I will not be without it now. TR, Tottenham (8th Nov 2019)I found yes WB and OB wonderful for my sexual health as I am
menopause and vaginal atrophy with zugbar dysfunction, without these products I could not make love to my husband at all. So I'm glad I found yes!!!! PA, Rome (7 November 2019)I was nervous about searching online for vaginal lubricants in case i got the wrong kind of site! But it was very convenient to find your site and find a lot of women going through the same physical
problems. The reviews were great... Not just about products but about what's going on for them and how we can all share, help each other get over these problems and keep getting confidence through getting menopause etc. Thank you very much. IB, Warwickshire (6th Nov 2019) I like all the information provided. I have MS and I am postmenopausal, so very sensitive/sensitive to
practically everything on the market so a friend told me about your company. I'm very grateful for yes. It has a real blessing for GW, New Mexico (5th Nov 2019) Incredible products have made a big difference in our ability to relax and enjoy ourselves NU, Essex (4th Nov 2019) ran and used another lubrication - agony with cystitis - had no problems with yes WN, Humberside (3
November 2019)the best product I tried. I finally found a product that works. I've had intimacy issues for about 15 years and finally I get to enjoy being w/my husband of 25 years. Thank you! NE, Louisiana (November 2, 2019)An excellent product to reduce symptoms of safarassclerosis sclerosis SA, Cumbria (November 1, 2019)I've been a lifesaver for me - prescription medical
consultant applications that warned of possible side effects including cancer. I didn't even try them - I found your website and never looked back. Million thanks from more than one satisfied customer. FB, Swindon (31 October 2019)Getting diagnosed with cancer is always shocking and when the consultant confirmed that I had been exposed to breast cancer (at the beginning of
2019), the shock of receiving this news was immediate, not only emotionally but physically as well. Within seconds of receiving this devastating news I had a moment and painful virginity dryness with more incredible irritation, unlike anything I had all experienced before! Thankfully the drive home was short and I knew that I had some samples of yes lubricants, which I was given by
one of the breast cancer nurses, when going through the early stages of diagnosis. The first thing I did when I got home was to apply some yes, with immediate relief and I've used it every day since. As we get older our skin loses its natural elasticity on the face, neck, arms, legs and body and I've always moisturized all these parts of every day - so why did I miss moisturizing my
most intimate and often sensitive parts of my anatomy? I was very pleased that breast cancer nurses were able to help and were very excited about this gentle and natural product, as I didn't want to use any of the unnatural alternatives. The other yes product that also really helped me through this difficult time was an intimate yes wash, which is very nice and was also ideal for use
throughout the area where I had my surgical work. The stress-related rashes on my body as they appeared at this time, and the intimate wash really helped to heal and soothe it too. I now recommend all of the yes products to all my friends - my friends who are going through the symptoms of menopause, for my friends who are in relationships and want to enjoy more comfortable
and sensual love make (including my gay friends man), and for those of us who simply want to feel beautifully moist everywhere! Thank you so much yes for developing these beautiful and unusual products that really do not help in many ways. Kuala Lumpur, Oxford (October 30, 2019) I've been using water-based lubricants for It's nice. Really, the only one that I'm not as sensitive
to as I am aging, I have a need for vaginal titering. The doctor prescribed vaginal estrogen.... The best natural way experience first NL, Montana (29th Oct 2019) I've alleviated my skin problems caused by chemotherapy and subsequent medications taken for breast cancer DB, Washington (28th Oct 2019)I love oil-based lubrication oil that really helps me since menopause, I've
had a very dry vagina. It's perfect and my husband gives me great satisfaction and helps make our love. NE, New Jersey (27th Oct 2019) I suffer from vaginal atrophy and yes VM used several times a week, I recently underwent an internal examination by my GP and is very happy with the result of my use of it. My choice was to use yes VM instead of hormone cream as I had
breast cancer several years ago. I am very happy to continue using it, and I also find that the WB yes helps with the dryness of intimate contact. FO, Middlesex (26th Oct 2019) has made a big difference with getting up to urinate at night. Instead of anything up to 5 times a night I go back to my normal once or twice. Also I have no disturbance in the daytime when using a VM
moisturizer. A great product with no side effects. TR, Richmond (25th Oct 2019) These products are simple to use yet their effect is extremely complex: the huge relief of vaginal dryness, extra relaxation pleasure during sex, and fun to use for massage as well. DK, Tennessee (24th October 2019)YES is the only product I can use that does not cause irritation. I love the fact that it
is free and natural parabens. JN, Derbyshire (23 October 2019)I have transformed my experience of pain/atrophy of vaginal walls and pericarceatric after the sudden removal of fallopian tubes and ovaries at 51. I am no longer in pain sitting and walking and I have a happy love life. GENERAL MOTORS, Bedfordshire (22 October 2019) Nothing complicated. Very useful while still
experiencing it women insult menopause. When you have 30 smart things tell you it's a natural right of passage... I answer, just wait!!!! I started at forty and so it continues, albeit less severe... Thank you so much at least for making us women feel well-known human..... IN, Rutland (21st Oct 2019) my favorite product CA, Lancashire (20th Oct 2019)It's the best thing else for natural
lubrication. Never failed to disappoint ah, West Virginia (19th Oct 2019)I have saved my sex life really since i have had problems with postmenopausal dehydration YYY, Iowa (October 18, 2019)The treatment I bought has made a big difference in my relationship, comfort and enjoyment! DF, Maryland (October 17, 2019)VM is used twice a week on prescription now for a few years
with excellent results after years of misery. Yes yes yes, yes, the products I can really Be safe and really work. In addition to the fact that I can always phone and get the right product advice. Thank you so much. GG, Fulham (October 16, 2019) Is a wonderful product, sex will be painful impossible without. RT, Rome (15th Oct 2019) Great products - a specific repeater here SM,
Cologne (14th Oct 2019)I have been using water-based lubricants from you and have helped a lot because I am very sensitive and will never change to other lubricants! PP, Yeovil (13th Oct 2019)I am a returning customer and I love the products and spirit behind the company SL, Essex (12th Oct 2019)I love it, no more concerns about chemicals or any other ingredients in some
products. DV, Vancouver (11th Oct 2019)I am 72 years old and sex has become unpleasant due to my dryness. My husband still enjoys sex and I always fear him, hoping to make this sex as exciting and fun as it used to be. NI, Oxford (10th Oct 2019) Like many who shared comments, I was at the end of my intelligence with painful sex after menopause. I had tried many options,
but trust me there is nothing available to beats yes. An absolute life and a marriage saver. I rarely leave comments or reviews, but women need to help each other and this is a topic that we don't discuss comfortably, I felt I should let other women know yes. Buying YES will be the smartest decision you will make. I use OB and love. Thank you, Susie and Sarah!!! HO, Derby (9th
Oct 2019)I appreciate those who wrote about why they used the product with its success where you feel like the only person who has painful sex. LR, Rochester (October 8, 2019)Using Yes WB and Yes VM has changed my life in terms of enjoyment of sex (not constantly getting thrush due to glycerol in other lubricants) and uti reduction due to vaginal atrophy due to menopause.
AB, Carmarthen (7 October 2019)Your customer service staff are very patient and understanding NT, Norwich (6 October 2019)Am now after menopause and find the Wb ideal for intercourse. You've used other brands before, none of them work well. The virtual machine is good for everyday use and I feel much more comfortable. HB, Bolton (5th Oct 2019) I have referred to a lot
of women to your product and women who are indifferent to having sex have thanked me profusely because it changed their world. What a beautiful product with all the organic ingredients. Thank God yes! RE, Stirling (October 4, 2019)I love it! Save me from harsh chemical lubricants or unsafe hormonal products. Thank you for such a wonderful product! NM, Merrow (3 October
2019) received free samples from a physiotherapist to see if they helped i felt much better after the first day of use and now my order. KE, Chester (2 October 2019)I get relief from symptoms immediately. Thank you for making this product, it is Huge help for me! BS, Rye (1st Oct 2019) Before I started using Yes WB I was suffering from many bladder infections and dividing the
skin open in female-sensitive areas. Since using your WB product on a daily basis these symptoms have disappeared. I have decided to try your vaginal moisturizer in this arrangement and compare it to yes WB. Thank you for your great products. SW, Buckingham (30 September 2019)I must say you saved me. I've tried everything, I didn't know about yes. Life was horribly so
upset, so passionate that I found these products, they're amazing. Every Grand Prix should know about yes and tell their patients. I have vaginal atrophy and LS, and other products burn, bite and make things worse. Thank God for that and thank you, thank you, thank you, thank you. CI, Somerset (29th Sep 2019) After my partner's death, then menopause, a 7-year-old gag of
intimate touch with a partner, I reconnected with my high school girlfriend - I know her voice is like a movie. I wanted to bring the whole experience to this amazing reconnection. I understand that we can't be 18 again, but I'm thrilled with the yes products that make it an intimate physical experience with this wonderful guy even better than when we were teenagers! It took a lot of
patience and confidence for my body to respond and open. YES products were an integral part of healing and sexual health with no additional assistance from hormone therapy. We are more than half a century old. Lol. Thank you. HO, Liverpool (28 September 2019)Use yes over the years has changed my life! I had a mandatory total hysterectomy just over a year ago at 35 and it
helped me greatly. After recovery, I had no vaginal pain or dehydration that other women talked about. Thanks for saving my sex life and helping my biological 60-year-old body feel like my real 35-year-old self. I will continue to buy your products! TY, Totnes (27th September 2019)Makes my wife a big smile. FG, Dorset (September 26, 2019) My wife and I love him. She's 74 and
I'm 71. Artificial Intelligence, Alton (25 September 2019) I've been using Yes for years - honestly, very happy I found this product or intercourse was impossible. You didn't want to take hormones. GE, Glasgow (24th Sep 2019) I use a rose wash disinfectant on my 3-year-old daughter because she complains that the other soap is annoying. She loves the gentleness of this product.
NY, Uxbridge (23 September 2019)Love Yes products. The only one that doesn't burn and get angry i've been using these for at least 7 years. WK, Penrith (22 September 2019)I have used the products before after extensive research and the use of other products, DR appoints etc to find the cause and treatment for extreme vaginal dryness, itching and irritability. Yes the products
saved my life and my intimate relationships with my husband!! DO, Durrington (21 September 2019)N SVM Great for my pessary insertand constant moisture. After using an expensive hormone-based prescription cream for 9 years, I was very happy to find all this natural solution. Since I will probably use pessary for the rest of my life, I really wanted to find a hormone-free solution.
I have been using vm product for 2 years now and I am very satisfied with the results. VO, Plymouth (20 September 2019)Never itch, always comfortable. Helps a lot. Thank you so much. EI, Emsworth (September 19, 2019) It's an excellent product.... We love how clean it is.... We love how it feels.... We love it! No, Ipswich (September 18, 2019) It works! It is safe for cancer
survivors like me who cannot use hormone-based products. Thank you for such a great catalog of products! FS, Farringdon (17 September 2019)Perfect for me and partner ... We enjoy our intimacy when we are in our 60s.... It couldn't have been better! Thank you for helping JY, Taunton (September 16, 2019)I love your luv products too but can not live without disinfectant. The
only thing I found that really makes me feel clean and refreshed. .... No irritation or itching. CB, Cirencester (September 15, 2019) Wonderful lubrication and amazing washing which healed all the pain of vaginal atrophy!!!!! Thank you so much for your wonderful products xxx KW, Warwick (14th Sep 2019)Excellent products that really helped with some of my menopause
symptoms. What a relief - literally! IS, Southend (13th Sep 2019)I have provided me yes VM with a better quality of life and regularly used twice a day has brought great results.. Goodbye to estrogen and steroidal creams that caused unpleasant irritation. Yes, yes, yes to a great natural alternative. HW, Reading (12th Sep 2019)Yes The World Bank is the best you've ever tried NT,
Norwich (11th September 2019)Excellent website. I can spend several hours reading people's tips, comments and recommendations. It is a huge relief to find a product and advice in the past, after years of lonely aching, hrt depriving me for health reasons. JD, Swindon (September 10, 2019) can't live with outside yes now. IC, Swansea (9 September 2019) is very nice and does
not cause any side effects. WL, Birmingham (8 September 2019)I was not able to get a pain-free, anxiety-free sex for 4 years before finding yes. AL, Oxford (7 September 2019) on the advice of a friend i used yes after 20 years of abstinence due to the care of a sick husband. I don't have fun (I hate the word masturbation) and now she has a wonderful new relationship where yes
he enjoys very much and appreciated. I'm looking forward to trying DG VN, London (6 September 2019)The GP gave me a sample of Yes VM to try. The first product I tried not to bite. This sense of hope can work for me after a hysterectomy procedure. PW, me on Solent (5 September 2019)I just wanted to say thank you so much for Products. It's so great to have a range of
products that are natural, odorless and safe, something that is often ignored - with neat packaging! For the longest time I was looking for something that would help with some of the embarrassing issues I've had (which I've now come to achieve completely normal!), and I was very grateful to come across your products - life-changing, as you're willing to give up. NP, Staines (4th
Sep 2019) The first time we used it, it was convenient not to feel internal burning, your natural products are the best, no hard or stinging rash ever HL, London (3 September 2019)I am in the early 70s and Have a younger partner! I always enjoyed a wonderful sex life with him and was destroyed when I started hurting and was also uncomfortable. Yes all joy and anticipation and
love making brought pain. We're happy. Thank you very much OK, Oxford (2 September 2019)I am a new user of your products. Tethering hardened for many years. I bought yes OB and yes VM at first. Now get the application and wash. I'm so glad! Vaseline was used as a stimulant. I don't use the first and cut on the latter. Yes! More comfortable TC, Colchester (1st Sep 2019) I
had an allergic reaction to a well-known brand in a street shop. Swap to yes and has no allergic reaction. Great products NM, Merrow (31st August 2019)making all the difference to what was a very dry vagina!! TE, Eton (30th August 2019)This is the best personal lubricant I have used and I have tried a lot. I'm menopause and vm lubricant is going to. Feel natural and never sticky
or messy. GG, reading (29th August 2019)This relief to be pain-free during intercourse. AK, Kingston (28th August 2019)I went to my doctor. It wasn't helping so I looked alone and came across yes VM. This is the best product ever! FB, Birmingham (27th August 2019)Best lubricant of all tried JN, Yeovil (26th August 2019)I have been using your product for many years now. We
discovered it because I came across it while searching the internet for better lubricants that didn't hurt my wife. We really love your product! He's changed our lives dramatically. CD, Donnington (25th August 2019)Yes VM changed my life FP, Portugal (24th August 2019)I have been troubled for years with infection leading to more problems so far it seems that the symptoms have
eased IM, Michigan (23 August 2019)I love the product, our sex has been renewed, thanks BS, Swindon (22 August 2019)At the age of 66 I thought I had gotten through menopause, but last year, at age 65, my life literally came to a stand still with UTIs vaginal soreness, vulva, itching and burning was unbearable. I had a cystoscopy that showed that I was very inflamed
throughout the entire area, i prescribed steroid ointment to reduce inflammation and I was starting to So when you read about your lubricant, what life saver they were. At first I found VM, WB and OB hard to use because it was all sting when I was them, but as each area improved, I can now use them all, and they don't bite anymore, so I'm alternating them now, because I found
that using just one product doesn't seem to be as effective when I switch them all. I also use the wash that you sell, it's really good. AN, Harrogate (21st August 2019)Great products! I love it as natural, with no silicone, etc. RE, Chiddingfold (21st Aug 2019)I love your preed VM filled has been using it for a while now. It really works, and it doesn't leak everything. Very good to find a
free hormone option to deal with menopause. FO, Falmouth (20th Aug 2019) These products have been used for several years now and very good products LW, Bury St Edmunds (20th August 2019)I am glad that I live now when your wonderful products are available. I'm 69 of this thinking about my mother's generation, and I wonder how they're treated...? And he suffered.
Wonderful disinfection to use, very soft. I'm sensitive to a lot of things but VM works for me. Nothing else compares. GN, Glasgow (19th August 2019) After reading a lot of articles, I realized the authenticity of women's intimate areas inside and outside should not be forgotten or neglected. Even if active sexuality is not on the cards, there is a benefit to taking care of this area. The
idea of having a smear filled me with dread because of being painful the last few times - now I feel better about dealing with it and I'm using VM. Also as sex can be rarely found using lubricants it means it's much more fun - I can relax without thinking 'this might hurt'. Great products. IA, Gloucester (19th August 2019)Excellent VM Moisturizer Product, leaves me feeling really
comfortable, MP, Surrey (18th August 2019) Tried other vaginal moisturizers and suffered severe pain before discovering your products. Really a gift from heaven. Thank you NW, Dublin (17th Aug 2019) For me a female of 70 is the best lubricant I've ever used, so it means it's still possible to enjoy intercourse, it's not just fun for the younger generation. MS, Southampton (17th
August 2019) ethical and doing what it says it does quickly. I spent about a thousand dollars looking for relief for vaginal atrophy and pain, but worried for years about what on earth was going on with my body, but tried many different products that claimed to help but did. VM is a miracle product for me! Thank you! IN, Vermont (16th August 2019)We have used water and
petroleum products for many years. We think it's great and will give 5 stars. MM, Sussex (15th August 2019)It is very wonderful... Feel juicy without being dirty. At 73, that's a treasure. PO, Ilford (14th August 2019) Easy to use and I love the idea that it doesn't contain any - A great alternative to replens previously used by FV, Marlborough (13th Aug 2019) is the best intimate
laundry on the market. Relieves irritation and I always feel new NE, Copenhagen (12th August 2019)I have allowed my husband and I to still be sexually active well in our 60's. I have been using hormone replacement therapy for several years, both vagifem vaginal patches and tablets but I still need excess moisture from your products to allow us to have intercourse. VM has been
used with good effect. However I'm now going to try OB for a while to see if it's better for me/us. Thanks for saving our sexual relationship MW, Devon (11th Aug 2019) This product has been recommended to me by a gynecologist after suffering painful sex and recurrent infections. This product was really life-changing, saving my relationship with my partner! The lubricants that you
can buy in chemists contain chemicals that make the problem worse, and just wish more women know about your products. RA, Chester (10th August 2019)I am very early in using your products - still healing but I can say at this stage your products are fantastic! FV, Worcester (9th August 2019)Thank God for your products. I was getting out of my mind with menopausal issues!
Save my life and my mind! UB, Oregon (8th August 2019) Has made a big difference to me, using the World Bank. Give me my confidence again to have sex again. NA, New Jersey (7th August 2019)Her absolutely wonderful and changed my sex life tremendously! YN, Georgia (6th Aug 2019) I had to call because I was having a problem with PayPal and your customer service
person was very nice. DF, Coventry (5th Aug 2019) has not used anything else since the discovery of your AK products, Kansas (4th Aug 2019)I have used this product for several years. It's a miracle. CG, Wokingham (3rd August 2019) I tried the samples you sent me and was very relieved after he was in pain and discomfort. RN, Reading (2 August 2019)So thankful for this
existing company! SL, Oxford (1 August 2019)I am very grateful to find your products. All the other personal lubricants I've seen have some kind of sweetener in it, and my body doesn't tolerate them well. That was the answer to the prayers. TT, Birmingham (31st Jul 2019) I looked for all the natural products for my highly sensitive and sensitive skin. After first trying yes, I was sure
that these products were the best for me; I have only used yes products since then about the start time of a company yes. . . in several states and two continents. TR, Idaho (July 30, 2019)Works very well for lichen stiffness. He changed my life in a positive way. ER, in Austell (29th Jul 2019)Really the best lubricant I've ever tried - being organic and clean is just ice on the cake!
Can't wait to try vaginal moisturizer - others full of chemicals etc. ED, Durham (28 July 2019)This Great product at a very good price I recommend it to any one AP, Wales (27Th Jul 2019)My life has changed. I suffered every day and now it is like my condition has disappeared as long as I use my product every day. Twice a day WL, Dorset (25Th Jul 2019)You highlight some of
the many conditions women face and how taking them seriously can make a real difference. Your products have been great for me personally, and many women's lives have changed. Thank you. RN, Wolverhampton (24th July 2019)Love Yes! He helped me get pregnant years ago when the doctors said I couldn't. I have two kids now I'm trying to fight BV now in the hope that this
shipment will help! IY, Derby (23rd Jul 2019) After a hysterectomy I began to suffer from vaginal dryness and itching during the night. The product has denied yes those issues &amp; everything feels great. You don't even notice you've used it! DA, Glasgow (22 July 2019) It is the only lubricant I have been able to tolerate as I am very sensitive and I have a lot of allergies. GB,
Mudeford (21st Jul 2019) I noticed a significant difference in the drought I was experiencing. With many products I have tried, the line has given me the most relief. It takes a lot of my mind knowing that all your products are organic, chemical-free. Thank you. HG, Liverpool (20 July 2019) I started using YES after your company sent me a free sample of your products. I really
appreciate you letting me try before buying your product. Thank you. FC, Chester (19Th Jul 2019) is a great product that I feel safe to use because it does not contain mineral oil. I love using your products knowing that they will not add to the problem of postmenopausal dehydration PM, Portsmouth (18 July 2019)Samples have been given by a dermatologist. I found yes WB and
moisturizer work really well and cause no problems. I have previously tried major brands and found problems - thanks to your informative website, I now know why! KA, Arundel (17Th Jul 2019) do not burn like many others. Sex was very painful and this helps a lot re, Ealing (16th Jul 2019)The only product I tried does not give me an infection yeast NT, Stoke-on-Trent (15th Jul
2019)I suffer from vaginal dryness and UTIs from other lubricants and washes. Yes it worked wonderfully for me! KS, Solihull (14th Jul 2019) Your product has fixed all my problems since hysterectomy four years ago. I've tried everything! I was about to give up when I found you thank you so much for creating an amazing product to help women. It is very important BW, Brighton
(13th Jul 2019) is a great product. It was a saving blessing for my wife going through and coming out of menopause. The only product that works well and naturally. IN, Norwich (12th Jul 2019) I have a vaginal dryness due to my cancer medication which depletes my estrogen levels. Yes, the vagina. And yes the intimate foam wash takes care of all my needs. GR, Reading (11th Jul
2019) is a great product, especially if you don't want to take estrogen. CA, London (10th Jul 2019)We love the fact that it doesn't dry quickly and leaves no sticky feeling after our sessions. LS, Warwick (9th Jul 2019) You don't have UTI since using Yes VM 3 to 4 times a week. WK, Marlow (8Th Jul 2019)I have used this for a few months now and these are the best lubricants that I
found and the ingredients are not annoying and love it organic. Being post-menstrual is a struggle to try to find products that work and are safe for our sensitive areas. DG, Peterborough (July 7, 2019)Yes gels really changed my life... From despair to living again PJ, Winchester (6 July 2019)Yes VM and WB has changed my life. They make awesome sex AA, Durham (July 5,
2019)These products make a difference like that for my daily life - thank you very much! CJ, Jersey (4 Jul 2019) Is very reassuring to learn that your products only contain natural ingredients that do not irritate sensitive areas ID, Penrith (3rd Jul 2019) I have tried all kinds of products, including Sylk, which have been prescribed by my GP. No one succeeded. Yes OB is fantastic
and has saved me a lot of discomfort. Thank you very much. JD, Fineham (2nd Jul 2019)Great product! I've never bought lubricants before and I don't like the idea of all those bad chemicals in my intimate areas! I love using this with my friend and makes both vaginal and implanty sex gorgeous! DD, Rye (1st Jul 2019)After i had cancer treatment and hysterectomy I was unable to
take HRT and became very dry. Using oil on a yes-based basis daily enables me to live a comfortable life on a daily basis. I need to use the inner b lining to stop the oil on the occasion of my outerwear but this is a small inconvenience compared to the wrench I was experiencing. Thank you yes ER, Ealing (June 30, 2019)only the best and natural, the packaging is a clean design.
It helped me feel normal again. KF, Tunbridge Wells (29 June 2019) The pre-filled applications are great because they are just the right amount and they are delivered in the right place! ZK, Harrow (June 28, 2019)My daughters and I all use intimate washing (one of them discovered your products) and this is for a variety of health reasons. Me after menopause and dryness,
hygiene girls and not liking to use soap or other intimate washes as you is better in terms of risk and not even drying. UR, Reading (June 27, 2019)Magnificent! Completely resolves menopause dryness. WC, Colchester (June 26, 2019)Yes WB and yes VM my life has changed with a lot of help from wonderful ladies in customer service. EH, Ludlow (June 25, 2019) I find it very
easy to use with no negative feedback. It is a natural and moral choice. I really couldn't do without her for the HF intimacy, Cardiff (24 June 2019)I Other moisturizers and lubricants bite but these do not and they work well. AO, Cyprus (23 June 2019)Thank you just for what you are doing x AK, Kingston (22 June 2019)Fantastic products. Work well for me and shrek. As mature
people enjoy joining hands, yes helped, GW, Chester (June 21st, 2019)I love your products. Your products help me a lot after menopause and GP surgery, St Andrews (20 June 2019) The great product has helped my condition a lot and is not full of chemicals that have only exacerbated the situation. LI, Islington (June 19, 2019)The World Bank lubricant has renewed my
relationship after diagnosing my health problem that made sex so painful and fearful of experience! LO, Pembrokeshire (18 June 2019)Yes VM really helped me with things I've been embarrassed to admit and talk about. I look forward to trying over your products. FD, Donnington (17 June 2019)Definitely the best products I've ever used! After experiencing the painful sex behind to
the vagina is very dry, these products have saved my sex life and marriage! No hormone therapy Serious side effects! The best!!!! SL, Bembridge (June 16, 2019) Great products, you won't use anything else. PJ, Omar (June 15, 2019) It's the best thing about our love life! TZ, Woking (June 14, 2019) Please do not stop making this product. There is absolutely nothing to compare. I
bought it for my daughters and niece ED, Bath (13 June 2019)Wb lubricants were used and all of the vagina i love it! JH, Eastbourne (June 12th, 2019) is superior to anything else. Forgot to take when away, can not find any in local shops. I resorted to another product which was awful! MN, Leeds (11th Jun 2019) My wife went through a hysterectomy which also affected natural
lubrication, we tried a well-known brand in the United States and the water base and the ultimate oil base. You always apply it during intercourse, it just won't last and you don't have a normal feeling. After using yes ob my wife too, very happy as I had and OB YES only to apply once. No more stop and interrupt the mood, this is the second system and will not be the last. Thank
you. DN, Derby (June 10, 2019) good so far. Yet i have prevented me from getting bad cystitis after sex, so I'm happy! TT, Rugby (June 9, 2019) Is an excellent product, enabled me to enjoy intercourse after cancer surgery!! TO, Buckingham (June 8, 2019)Buy second time. Just the traffic that doesn't make me itchy. Thank you. ZS, Milton Keynes (7 June 2019)Fantastic Products!
So happy I found this company! DP, Blackpool (June 6, 2019)I love, love. I love this product! I have many allergies and sensitivities and cannot use lubricants or OTC moisturizers. I recently had a hysterectomy and now deal with the menopausal symptoms that come with it. Yes He helped me a lot. SP, Bristol (5 June 2019)The use of yes products has given me my sex life again.
I'm grateful. WL, Coventry (4 June 2019) I salute your dedication to women's health and thank you for making such a wonderful product. I am eagerly awaiting future products added to your collection. YM, Barnstaple (3rd Jun 2019) Amazing products. I took advice to follow OB lubricants with WB lubricants and sex is now comfortable FS, Falmouth (June 2, 2019)I used the VM
application and it was like a welcome relief. My whole outlook and overall well-being have improved significantly since the use of vaginal moisturizer. Other atrophy problems have also been alleviated. GR, Chelmsford (June 1, 2019)Definitely A Marriage Saver! I have tried many lubricating products and this is the best!! It has been used for 3 years - I'm over 60. YU, Dover (31st
May 2019) very very useful for other vaginal products that I use and I get irritated. Now I understand why the first tube of yes VM was revolutionary for me. Thank you! Just happy. Relieved my pain and discomfort in just two days. This is a relief to find your products. LO, Broadstairs (May 30, 2019)I would love to consider the PH balance! I am an Asian skincare addict and PH is
something you see mentioned a lot in reviews and beginner guides. HM, Mousehole (29th May 2019)I am very happy to have a less severe alternative to steroidal creams prescribed by my doctor, which gives me a rash and has high costs. Because of my self-inflicted immune disease that causes skin division, I won't be able to get any kind of sexual health or self-confidence
around my body and intimate areas if there are companies like yours trying to put out honest and safe products for people like me. I greatly appreciate RB, Bude (28th May 2019)I always hated using lubricants because they felt disgusted and sticky and dried up so quickly, I knew if I didn't wash well afterwards, I would get a yeast infection. I'm really glad that I found this product
and I'm excited to use it. DI, Fort William (May 27, 2019)I love the products! I am 60 years old and I have never imagined how different my body is after reaching a certain age, the mind is ready but the body is unable. These products have helped my body remember. Thank you WH, Ewell (26th May 2019) easy to use. Information about chemicals was very useful. I've shared your
website a lot of time for my cancer friends. Your products were revolutionary after my treatment for breast cancer I'm sensitive to everything it was fun to use a product that didn't burn or cause hives. You have a loyal and loyal client. GB, Aldershot (25th May 2019)I love it and I am very grateful for your dedication to high morality and great science. ZL, Redhill (May 24, 2019) Has
saved Ob's relationship to my And my baby! I can't thank you enough for this r&amp;d product that I went on to create a superior, good organic vag product. My friend likes it too. It's amazing to caress... One product does everything. LE, Blackpool (23rd May 2019)I have been buying your product for several years and I can't imagine what's out in the market that will even approach
you. It works so fast that I don't think about my issues again. I love your products PR, Wigan (22nd May 2019) You don't have such a clean and useful product that does what it says and doesn't irritate at all! Yes! FN, Prague (21st May 2019)Yes VM product is amazing! I love it!!! AL, Rochester (20th May 2019)It's unique and we use it for years and years. RV, Paris (May 19, 2019)
has suffered from repeated uti and dehydration for a long time. Other products made me sore but yes water-based lubricants saved my sex life. AL, Oxford (19th May 2019)Yes products have helped me to keep lichen sclerosis under control and reduce the use of topical steroids!! JR, Winchester (May 18th, 2019) So I went looking for organic solutions in the hope that they would
be better. Yet after a few years, there was no irritation at all. Thanks for the alternative! RO, Wokingham (17th May 2019) nice great creams, although they are expensive but worth it. FL, Keswick (16th May 2019)I have used yes for years, only one safe and relieves discomfort. Stoke-on-Trent (15th May 2019) I pray to God that your business will flourish because I don't know what
I will do without your products!!! They are the only thing i found that it not only works exceptionally well but causes no irritation, which is no less than a miracle to me, which breaks out in a rash from the use of toilet paper! No joke! GB, Netley (14th May 2019)I am a new consumer, but my friend says it is wonderful! Can't wait to try it! I'm tired of the pain. DD, Hamble (13th May
2019)The only thing that solved burning itching in my vagina - why GPs and gynecologists don't recommend this in the first place ! LL, East Anglia (12th May 2019) At 50 years of age reach the point of crisis in a relationship, yes our lives have changed. Thank you x YN, Kennilworth (11th May 2019) I love these products very much. I am heading towards menopause and without
regular use of Yes VM I know I will have many problems in controlling many different symptoms. HF, Swindon (10th May 2019) My sex life has improved dramatically and I am glad it has been approved by the NHS. Keep me hydrated and I don't dry out like other lubricant brands made me. I love it and my husband loves it too. EM, Inverness (May 9th, 2019)This product turned my
life around. Thank you. RB, Bulgaria (8th May 2019) is a fantastic company - instant response and amazing products. Very happy with my Leading to the purchase of FN, Berlin (7 May 2019)Given a free sample at the event a positive pause and both me and my husband found them to be wonderful! GB, London (6th May 2019)I have shopped here by the quality and ethics of great
products and it enabled me to continue living my life WL, South Brighton (5th May 2019)Changed my life no more burning and have a sex life back FB, Hampstead (4th May 2019)Yes vaginal moisturizers were a great help with my postmenopausal vaginal dryness. Engaging in intercourse was very painful. After using Yes VM for a short time I experienced a more comfortable
sexual contact. I am very happy with this product, I am very happy my gynecologist recommended the product. JA, Arundel (May 3, 2019)Best lubrication I've tried. The dual-slip system is perfect for me and my partner. No pain, no dehydration. Thank you for creating such wonderful products KY, Bishops Norton (May 2, 2019)best. I've referred all my friends to you! WC, Colchester
(May 1, 2019)Yes I literally saved my sex life. Before using the products, intimacy with my husband was almost impossible after breast cancer treatment. I had tried several other products on the market but nothing seemed to help until I tried yes. It's so good that I said my oncoligist about it so they could recommend it to other patients. Thank you very much TB, Manchester (30
April 2019)Works very well as a lubricant for the Kegel 8 Ultra Machine. HG, Basingstoke (29th April 2019)I love your products, I have made a real difference in my life. DW, Ropley (28th April 2019)Yes product is all natural and does not create candida. This allowed my husband and I to enjoy our intimacy again PS, Stirling (27th Apr 2019) I have to use molasses because of the
presence of a slanted uterus. The doctor prescribed a type of lubricant filled with chemicals. Since I will use this daily for years to come, I was worried about prolonged use of chemicals. I found your company and couldn't be happier I've thrown scrap chemical RL, Shropshire (26th April 2019)I love your products. I am in menopause and have finally found relief from dehydration
and itching. Thank you. Ah, Bristol (25 April 2019)I have tried a sample of physio gave me once. I even worked to buy more. NM, Portsmouth (24th April 2019)I have found that it is the best product to use - others cause irritation. FW, Edinburgh (23 April 2019)Only lubricanti i have used that does not bite and is not sticky! IN, Birmingham (22 April 2019)I like yes, knowing what goes
into the product I will not use anything else, thank you. LR, Yuvel (April 21, 2019) Love the fact that it is natural, organic and non-hormonal. I love pre-filled pipes the best comfort that you give beautiful. TT, Derby (20 April 2019)It's amazing has made such a difference to Sex life. In the united states, the United States Rochester (19 April 2019)Best lubricant available - DG is the
best for lubrication - as big as no reaction ly, Southampton (18th April 2019)Changed My Life HD, Nottingham (17 April 2nd) 019) After seeing the Doctor several times I was given a variety of medications, which did not agree with me just exacerbating the problem, as I sent to Gynae out patients where I was told to stop using all other treatments including OB Yes (which was quite
helping my problem). I was given other medications, which again gave me a bad reaction, so I was told to stop using the drug. I went back to using yes OB and completely calmed down the problem. I went back to one more appt. With a specialist at the hospital and apologized for the pain his medication had put me through and just told to continue what I was doing, I wouldn't
need to see him any more. The result is - yes OB helped me clear my problem even where the paramedics couldn't help. Thank you. DO, Suffolk (16th April 2019) Yes products were a wonderful discovery for me after breast cancer recovery. Learn to look at healthier options than intensive hormone therapy for vaginal dryness, this product is wonderful!! The site handles everything



you want to know, however, I emailed them. Guess what? They called me. They care about their customers! Please try it. DH, Norwich (15 April 2019)Amazing products. As a pain vulvodynia, they are worth weighing in at gold. JD, London (14th Apr 2019)This is the only product that helps me. I was in a lot of pain even on a walk before I discovered yes VM BU, Glasgow (13th
April 2019)Excellent products. I was not happy to use HRT and this has resolved vaginal atrophy naturally. Thank you. KP, Pulborough (April 12th, 2019)It really works. Other products work but cause burning. Not so with yes! CA, Oxford (11th April 2019)I have made a real difference in a very short time. Excellent product! LR, Harrow (10th April 2019)Very happy to find a product
that is organic and natural.... A health-care company not only gh function, Cambridge (9 April 2019)It was amazing to be able to go to an informative page about vulvodynia and then be right in the recommended lubricant for this case! Thank you for that OE, Rochester (8th April 2019)My wife and I tried free samples sent to us and my wild wife was in bed 1st time in 20 years!!! WL,
London (8 April 2019)I am very happy to have found your product. It has enabled me to enjoy sex again after my chemotherapy brought on menopause. Knowing that it is normal to make me happy to put it on my body. Thank you. AW, Devon (April 7, 2019)I absolutely love that it makes such a difference in my daily life and sex. LA, Foxbridge (April 7, 2019) I'm happy to use this
brand. I know he doesn't have the bad guys in it. Works very well. IT, Thetford (April 6, 2019) We're really starting to enjoy using it. DN, Marlboro (April 6, 2019) Love, love, trust and pleasure that I experience. TS, Sittingbourne (5th April 2019) Yes has been using yes for many years and has made such a difference. I'm so glad I found you on search online! ND, Storrington (5th
April 2019)After having suffered from severe cystitis over the past 5 years apply yes is the only thing i have ever found to prevent and mitigate it HN, Delhi (April 4, 2019)Just promised that you will not get out of business. My wife and I have used your products for almost 10 years and there is nothing else that works for them like your products! So thank you! And if you need to
increase your capital in the future I stand ready to support you  GR, East Waterup (3 April 2019) has helped me immeasurably. Before discovering this product I had real problems with pain, cystitis and bladder irritation after sex for most of my life. Your product has literally enabled me to keep having a pain-free sex at 65! SA, Yorkshire (2 April 2019) This is a wonderful and
ethically sourced product, made by women for women. Thank you! HW, Harrow (31st Mar 2019) This product has dramatically changed my life. I love it and thank you! JN, Kingston (March 30th, 2019)I am very grateful for your products. Your vaginal moisturizer is the only one you will use. Everything else available OTC is chemical garbage by comparison. FN, Lancashire (29th
March 2019)I buy it for struggling friends. Life is changed. DB, Maryland (March 28th, 2019)I'm so glad I found this product. It has been very beneficial for vaginal dryness. I had reached the point where I did not wear slack or jeans because of dryness, I felt uncomfortable and felt there was friction between the pants and my body. Now, after applying and using yes products - feel
comfortable and relaxed when wearing jeans or pants. ZW, Wycoming (27th March 2019)I love the World Bank. Feel natural and taste. AK, Rutland (26th Mar 2019)Really good and smell clean and natural. NP, Plymouth (25th March 2019)Yes cleansing use changed my life. Used to have problems with UTI and since I started using yes cleansing I have not had a problem in 2
years. HW, Warrington (24th Mar 2019)All the other lubrication we tried to bite my girlfriends vagina but this one works really well RE, Nebraska (23 March 2019)I'm so glad that I found your website and your products! I have suffered from stallion skin problems all my life, which have become severe over the past few years. Dermatologists were in no hurry to help me and were
prescribing creams that were messy and worthless at all. If anything, it made the problem worse. Your disinfectant and moisture gel have literally helped me a lot! it's amazing to me how doctors and dermatologists think that they have all answers and they really don't. As if that wasn't bad enough they often seem to be guessing when it comes to your treatment and how they'll just
open their mouths and fling inaccurate information about your skin condition (s). I think medicine in the US is a complete joke and I learned to see only doctors who are competent because I unfortunately have come across a lot of them who are total charlatans. Thank you again for your products and work/research that you have done in this field. I won't use any other vaginal
products but these. They are truly amazing! OY, Iowa (March 22, 2019) Great products, great customer service. Great! CK, London (21st March 2019)Yes OB has made intercourse more comfortable. ND, Durham (20th March 2019) Staff are really helpful and respond to comments about product use by providing advice that really works. Excellent service. Advice on using oil
based on water-based yes lubricantreally worked when painful sex after menopause. GH, Herefordshire (19th March 2019)We have tried multiple lubricants and these worked much better than others - better lubrication, longer lasting, no after burning or other signs of allergies. VB, Nottinghamshire (18th March 2019)VM - so far very good - actually really good ! Thank you JO,
Isleworth (17th Mar 2019) I have Sjogren's syndrome and I find yes is the best product for vaginal hydration. Maybe you wish you had a slightly bigger wife but water based on the degree of vaginal scratching and the price is slightly better than the main branded products all make for an excellent product. GL, Texas (March 16, 2019) Your products are of exceptional quality. We
have used it for years married 46 years and still strong thanks to add to the comfort and pleasure of making our love. SA, Axminster (15th Mar 2019)I would love to be free of parabens IN, Marlborough (14th Mar 2019)easy to use, lots of information about all the products sold and easy to buy items online. Excellent products, good to know all the ingredients are natural and without
any bad guys in them. JA, Norfolk (13th March 2019)I have been using intimate washing for some time now and have made a big difference. AB, Havant (13th Mar 2019) is easy to use and fast to place the system. Your products were recommended by an oncologist after you experienced some painful sex after chemotherapy affected my body. Relief samples were to say the
least, and other products on the market caused discomfort. I have since recommended your products to friends with menopause problems! SR, Devon (13th Mar 2019) has tried several brands after developing endometrial cancer 5 years ago. So far this is the only brand I can find suitable PR, Liverpool (13th March 2019)amazing. Thank you. There's life after cancer! AP, Ilseworth
(March 12th, 2019)) Is much prettier than other lubricants I used when using my kegel I used to get thrush often and with yes that no longer occur. Thank you for a great product. EC, Slough (12th Mar 2019) Your products are fantastic and have made an amazing difference to me. I thought my sex life was over and now this is ™ no issue. Thank you! SJ, New York (12th March
2019)I tried yes VM and WB on the recommendation of a friend, and the first pain was free, a fun exercise in years after using VM only once. It has given me my confidence again and made me and my partner both smile again! I have just ordered a 30 pack of VM - it's amazing. Clear, useful and easy-to-use information in the exit process. SI, Exeter (11th March 2019)Very happy
my breast cancer nurse gave me some samples of yes products. I was diagnosed with Sjogren's syndrome before i was diagnosed with early breast cancer, so I was through hell with vaginal dryness and pain. You have tried other products but they seem to make things worse. I have saved my mind an easy-to-use AC site, Rugby (11th March 2019)I have finally made yes
products my intimate washing and everyday life comfortable and bearable ... They are wonderful products.website is very easy to use especially the AF payment screen, Aldershot (March 7, 2019)I have suffered from vilvodynia for years fees now and sex has been painful so very little happened. My relationship was struggling and your products saved her. Thank you. Volkswagen,
Cardiff (6 March 2019)Absolutley magnificent! Just start menopause. Sort of! No idea where I am... It was sore for ages. Sex hurts. This helped real and now I'm enjoying sex again! CW, London (March 6, 2019) My wife suffered from urinary infections after having sex for years. We started using yes water-based lubricants and now it rarely gets an infection. It's an excellent product
GR, Hampshire (March 5, 2019) I've been using your products for a few years. I'm going back to try the next phase of products. Thank you for your commitment to quality! I have recommended (and abandoned) your product to many other people :) MT, Worthing (March 4, 2019)Only 23 years old, I discovered that this is the only thing that treats my vaginal dryness that doctors
can't work out. Stop all that UTIs and daily pain if you apply 3x a day. DB, Glasgow (2 March 2019) Physio nurse gave me a sample, which was very good and helpful. When I was using it I bought more of the counter cream, which is uncomfortable when I use it so I decided it was i had to have a yes again! I have a landing which is uncomfortable, and yes I really helped. DH,
Nottingham (27th February 2019)I like to visit as always - you are the best at what you do, no one else is approaching! SM, Scotland (27th Feb 2019) Would love to charge affordable and that there is a lot of product information on your website. I also love that the product itself is affordable. KM, St Andrews (25th February 2019) Great location - it had some samples Yes and wow
what difference made it in my life thank you will use these products now and tell friends about them JM, Andover (24 February 2019) really useful. The oncologist recommended yes VM, which I may need when I start at Letrozole, but according to FAQs, the lubricant is more suited to my menopause needs right now SR, Newport (February 22, 2019)This is our second purchase of
YES OB we love. We have tried many other products but yes it is very best. UF, Lymington (February 22, 2019)Yes OB, yes butt and vaginal moisturizer were total life-saving. I love that it has no smell or crazy taste. JB, Plymouth (22 February 2019) I have vaginal atrophy and use a vaginal fungus but it is not enough. Yes products have helped me a lot. BB, Midlands (22 February
2019) is extremely useful, easy and fast to use. Life after menopause changes. CD, Petersfield (February 21, 2019)Very good explanations about which product to use. Very fast delivery to Australia. I was impressed by the good to know that it is natural and helps LW, Brisbane (February 21, 2019)Your products work, which is a delight to use! You recommend it to anyone who
might benefit from using it. AM, Sheffield (21 February 2019)Best lubrication I've ever used, never causes problems with thrush etc. It's slippery but still slight friction. Excellent. EL, Offlay (20th February 2019)All my patients (I Herbalist Medical) find yes products very useful - especially for postmenopausal dryness SS, Colchester (20th February 2019) recently purchased for the
problem of Highon herbs and saw a difference within days. PD, Liverpool (20th February 2019) is easy to use. Great price. UT, Bristol (19th February 2019)I love it because it is natural and unobtrusalling. PC, Exeter (19th February 2019)Very good explanations regarding safer alternatives and causes. Such as the need for a balanced balance in pH and a balance of hydration of
cells. There are a lot of other sites that talk about some bad ingredients, but the product with other ingredients was bad in other ways. GB, New York (19 February 2019) Easy to use. You have used your products for many years. They are excellent. I get a painful reaction from other similar products. Especially ki jelly! LA, Hartlepool (18th February 2019)I have helped me a lot,
otherwise I must be taking estrogen. ZM, Malaga (18th February 2019)Yes DG double-slip really works! PR Havant (February 15th, 2019) The best product of its kind you have come across, please keep working well. VM moisturizer and disinfectant has been used for about 7 years now and I will not use anything else. IY, Brixham (14th February 2019)I am very happy with your
products as important to me that they are completely natural and chemicals for free. BE, Ealing (13th Feb 2019) is very easy and direct to buy what is the best vaginal moisturizer on the market at a reasonable price. Women never talk about this problem and therefore it is not recommended! It is a good natural product and has made a big difference in my life. Thank you yes I love
your product. KK, Ipswich (February 12th, 2019)The hospital dermatologist gave me a sample packs of Yes VM, Yes OB, and yes WB. I already used wb so I tried OB and it's amazing. I now want to add VM and use this daily for atrophy. KA, Penzance (11th February 2019)I have mentioned everything before, without being so exciting yes gels have changed my life along with very
wise customer services understanding. GF, London (10th February 2019)Excellent products. I've bought it several times now. My daughters use it and today I also buy for my sister. Thank you very much TB, Birmingham (February 9, 2019)Use this for a while now. Much better than other products I've tried &amp; I've tried the most. No smell, no strange discharge caused,
excellent. AR, Nottingham (8th Feb 2019)I have used it for years and kept my sex life going MZ, Montreal (7 February 2019)I have been using YES VM for two months now and my life and vaginal health have improved dramatically. I'm a yes customer for life and tell all my friends about it too! SL, Horsham (6th Feb 2019)You have given me my life again. Thank you NM, Farlington
(5th Feb 2019) Just 23 years old, I discovered that this is the only thing that heals vaginal dryness that doctors can't work on. Stop all that UTIs and daily pain if you apply 3x a day. GB, Norwich (5 February 2019)I love all the products I use but VM is particularly great in the way it lasts - it can be used as when and not faff! KW, Warwick (4th Feb 2019) After being diagnosed with
yes from lichen using Yes, helped me enjoy intercourse in comfort (instead of combining my teeth with pain). NR, Reading (3rd Feb 2019) It's the best lubricant on the market by one mile. FA, Faversham (2 February 2019)I have been using these products for a while now and I am always very happy to have found them - for comfort, pleasure and good health. Thank you. RL,
Glasgow (1 February 2019)A wonderful product, really does what it says, recommended by the doctor at the cancer clinic, my surgical work has not heard about this product, but it does now! TD, Durham (31 January 2019)After years of misery this cream is life-saving JU, Portsmouth (30th January 2019)I have used OB to harden my lichen for several years and it helps
dramatically! ZP, Belray (January 29th, 2019)It's the best thing I've ever found. I have love and sexuality again! EG, Glasgow (29 January 2019)20 years in menopause and I am enjoying sex again. Thank you PY, Inverness (January 29, 2019)I suffered for years during the onset of menopause with vaginal dryness. Being ginger having the sensitivities associated with the skin, I
continued to search for years (literally) to find a product that I did not react negatively Your products were the only thing that brought comfort to the situation. Being with your husband is very important and knowing this very important part of the relationship is very important. I hope more people will continue to discover you. Also, I share this information with my gynecology office so
hopefully your arrival will be more extensive and help others! Keep up with the wonderful work and thank you! TCL, California (January 29, 2019) is useful for women who have undergone chemotherapy. ZS, Langar (29th January 2019)I have just finished the first large number of VM 30 applications. I use one or two a week and find them very useful for vaginal dryness and
pleasure. Thanks for creating this amazing product. I highly recommend it and told my doctor that i should be referencing women this instead of HRT here in Australia. NM, Sydney (29th Jan 2019)YES WB is the only product I have ever used and does not sting or burn, I like it to be oiled without sticking. Your products are the best. BP, Southwell (29th January 2019)I absolutely
love your products - if I hadn't found you I seriously think that I and Bby wouldn't have gone beyond the early stages of menopause and maybe divorced us! Two years of absolute hell of painful sex and the psychological impact of this we had both. Thank you, thank you, thank you for this incredible product! User friendly site, great offers that come directly to my inbox, fast and
efficient delivery! TD, Brentford (29th January 2019)It's great! We have tried a lot of other products, and none of them are as good as yes! FP, Texas (January 29, 2019) As a 75-year-old woman, married to the same man for 53+ years, yes allowed and encouraged these years of our lives together to stay physically enjoyable. We're both grateful. Thank you. MT, Newhaven (29th
January 2019)The best lubricant products on the market so far. I have used Yes WB, OB and yes but lubricants, and my wife uses your Yes VM. We will not use any other companies lubricants. He was an agent for several years. Great and easy online customer service to navigate and buy from. ML, London (29th January 2019)Your website is great. Your products have changed
my life for me WW, Barking (29th January 2019)I have been a customer for a long time. You are all great, and the products are great! Customer service is first class! JD, Newcastle (29th Jan 2019)I am a man and I love it. Sex was painful for my wife, and when we would lose the moment she was uncomfortable for her, but with YES, the YESSSS!!! GW, Delaware (29 January
2019)Your products are amazing and gave me my married life again! Vaginal dryness and painful intercourse is the worst and the only medical treatment options i have been offered have been hormonal treatments with potentially terrible side effects. Thank you, thank you, thank you! BF, Colchester (January 28th, 2019) Exciting to find such products exist. PP, Keswick (28th
January 2019)Yes The World Bank is amazing ... It feels incredible then JW disappears, Picton (28th January 2019)I have used your product for several years now. I was so happy to find it because I'm so sensitive and just about everything. DP, Stirling (28 January 2019) Life has been saved!! You saved our sex life! TC, Georgia (28th Jan 2019) is always easy to use and fun.
Wonderful products, really appreciate the difference you make in quality of life. DH, Hampshire (28th January 2019)I bought a trial package a few weeks ago and I found that the products have helped a lot. Sex has been painful for some time and my doctor put it at my age just because you are after menopause and over a certain age does not mean that you have to stop enjoying
things. It made me so crazy! I tried various hormone-based products that didn't work and even one made me bleed! I saw the yes ad on Facebook and was pleased I did. I've just now ordered some more stuff and I want to say thank you yes to make a difference! AP, Bayswater (28th Jan 2019)I am 70 years old and I have not had any kind of relationship for more than 20 years, I
did not know how awful it is, I looked at vaginal atrophy on the line and soft gel came written to customer services and they were wonderful, these products are amazing. Thank you. The people who seided customer service were very helpful to me MS, Braintree (28th Jan 2019) the GP had heard yes when I mentioned that I was using it, and said that your company had a very
good reputation. LW, Nottingham (28th January 2019)These products have made s more comfortable! I can actually sleep and I don't have the severe itching that I've experienced for years. Very informatics, I always appreciate the research and care taken to ensure good organic products. JR, Bromley (28th Jan 2019)Website is easy to use. Separate packaging. The products are
amazing. Utis suffered from recurrent and dehydration for a long time. Other products made me sore but yes water-based lubricants saved my sex life. LP, Ca (January 28th, 2019) I am prone to UTI and struggle with interstitial cystitis. Lubrication is a great relief for any irritation that sex causes so I use it before, during and after. KF, Bristol (25th January 2019)I bought a trial
package a few weeks ago and I found that the products have helped a lot. Sex has been painful for some time and my doctor put it at my age just because you are after menopause and over a certain age does not mean that you have to stop enjoying things. It made me so crazy! I tried various hormone-based products that didn't work and even one made me bleed! I saw the yes
ad on Facebook and was pleased I did. I've just now ordered some more stuff and I want to say thank you yes to make a difference! ;0)) JV, Bolpero (January 25) The products are amazing and gave me my married life again! Vaginal dryness and painful intercourse is the worst and the only medical treatment options i have been offered have been hormonal treatments with
potentially terrible side effects. Thank you, thank you, thank you! JO, Portsmouth (24th Jan 2019)This has made a real difference in my life. Sex is no longer painful life after menopause can continue normally now. MB, Harrogate (January 23, 2019) I love your products. It works very well and they are all natural. Thank you very much. BB, Dubai (22 January 2019)I have been
recommended yes by a consultant due to severe vaginosis and I couldn't believe how quickly my symptoms began to alleviate. This is a very painful situation but thanks yes I'm getting my confidence and sexuality back. HW, Warrington (21 January 2019) I definitely love these products and definitely work for me and I feel much more comfortable. ZN, Harrow (20th January 2019)a
savior, made me feel like me again ! NE, Emsworth (19th January 2019)It's very easy to use and I love what you stand for PY, Yeovil (18th Jan 2019)This product is amazing. There are no problems with lichen sclerosis since i started using it. Now that all the areas have healed I just require using ob morning and last thing at night. No itching, redness, raw. VM but OB products
tried much better for my diagnosis. It was recommended to a friend, GP and consultant. Now there is no need for return dates in the hospital. Just get on with my life, don't have my twice daily apps and then forget all about it. Thank you very much for the yes team and their products are no more miserable symptoms. I'm glad I decided to give your products a go. I am very grateful
for the difference i have made in my life SH, Kent (17th Jan 2019)Basic Life Saving Products. I totally trust them. DJ, Kingston (16th Jan 2019) I will not use any other product now I have discovered products Yes IB, Paris (January 15, 2019) Washing has been used for a while now and is perfect. Better than anything else I've ever used. LD, Durham (January 14th, 2019)I feel
confident with yes products! (Talk about understandable feeling:) I greatly appreciate all the research, quality, and health ingredients in your products, so much so that I am a lifelong customer. It really helps all the problems done for menopause, which can be great downer  I really like individual applicative, so easy to use! That's a game changer! I keep my bag, and I always
travel with them to have it on the way. Great! I'm bragging to my friends and they're finally getting on the plane with you! Thank you very much from the bottom of my heart with love, L :) LP, Alabama (January 13th, 2019)Only 23 years old, I have discovered that this is the only thing that treats my vaginal dryness that doctors can't work out. Stop all that UTIs and daily pain if you
apply 3x a day. TB, Exeter (12th January 2019)Is To Friends CW, Ealing (11th Jan 2019) Love that Organic and water based. I feel safe using this product. KK, Ireland (10th January 2019)After using the sample provided by my PT, My Tissues bounced back immediately. Literally right after the application, I noticed plumping and regained elasticity. Incredible. They have not yet
been used during sex, but they have no doubt that they will improve things dramatically. Thank you for this incredible product! JU, Dallas (January 9, 2019)This is such a great product, it's miles before another line and it worked very well for me! AM, Cumbria (January 8, 2019) I like to wash the nice foam, it's not sticky and leaves you feeling clean and not dehydrated. RZ, Reading
(7 January 2019)Very useful customer service SB, Suffolk (6th Jan 2019)Excellent product! It does exactly what you say on the box! I would highly recommend it. LN, Norwich (5 January 2019)Fabulous products ! Changed my life and gave me the confidence thank you TY, Surrey (4th January 2019)Great products! Changed my life and gave me the confidence thank you IK,
London (3 January 2019)Yes the products are smooth and easy to use, less sticky than KY gel and provide more lubrication. Sex with my partner became fun again Thank you ND, Ascot (2 January 2019) Amazing products helped me to overtake the measurement during and after cancer treatment. Sex would be unbearable without your products but with them my partner and I
can still enjoy a healthy sex life. Most importantly, especially after a cancer diagnosis, I have peace of mind knowing that I am using products that are safe. OB, Cumbria (January 1, 2019)I found yes in 2014 when vaginal atrophy began to cause severe dryness and severe dehydration. Everything I tried caused irritation then I tried yes wb and what help! I now use yes' VM daily
and it really made my life much better! There seems to be no hope but yes there is hope without hormones. NH, Ipswich (December 31, 2018) I love that your products are organic, I try to transform as much of my life as this way as possible to enjoy a healthier, chemical-free life. TC, London (30 December 2018)I have been looking for a natural answer to vaginal dryness and this
seems to be this is! I didn't like the idea of hormonal pessaries called for by my GP - I felt it caused irritation etc. VM seemed to address the issue without irritation LB, Birmingham (29 December 2018)literally save my sexuality. The lady I spoke to on the phone was very helpful and found telling her things that I didn't even tell close friends because of the embarrassment TP,
Guildford (28th Dec 2018) the best product I've ever used. I took all the pain away and I've been great for months. It took only 1 day to start healing and moisturizing the vaginal area from the inside and out, after menapausal with active sexuality. You saved my marriage. DA, Kingston (27 December 2018)Brillant stuff, ki gel made me sore, a Recommended this, it's amazing TZ,
Norwich (26 December 2018)I use a wash after surgery it is very good and does not bite NN, New York (25th December 2018)Friend recommended yes products, but I also read about them in women's and home magazine. FD, Durham (24 December 2018)I am diabetic and there is no allergy to its use LL, Cumbria (23 December 2018)Great products, nothing else works for me
except these products. You are experiencing infection due to early hysterectomy and then menopause. Until I discovered the yes set I was at the end of my intelligence. I'm eternally grateful to the team in yes. RW, Glasgow (22 December 2018) Think of more women in menopause around me need to know it. It's fab and completely changed my feelings about having sex in just
one bag! EK, Malboro (21 December 2018)I love the natural ingredients in the products... Well done yes KO, Bolboro (20 December 2018)Very happy to hear about organic and chemical products free - thank you for doing your research SA, Aylesbury (19 December 2018)After i used another known moisturizer and had a reaction I decided to try an alternative. The first system has
worked really well so this is my second order, which would definitely recommend. NE, Reading (18 December 2018)I have tried many lubricants and each one was annoying until I found yes! Thank you so much!! MR, Rome (17 December 2018) Think of more women in menopause around me need to know it. It's fab and completely changed my feelings about having sex in just
one bag! NB, Birmingham (16 December 2018) I just recommended your products to another friend tonight and had a good review of your website for the first time. I simply wanted to say thank you. I work for a company that sells organic beauty products and I realized that I was putting a decent product on my face and body after introducing chemical nightmares into Fanny, in
addition to the lubrication I used gave me thrush. I had a good fishing net from the Internet and found you. Wow. I didn't look back, not thrush, not much taste and happy times. I love the fact that you have looked at vaginal pH and how your body needs to work in your thinking. working with nature and not against it. And not to be afraid to talk about fans and penis and ass that are
wonderful things no one wants to mention. I'm at the beginning of perimenopause and I adament that I'll do my best level to avoid terrifying sounding vaginal atrophy and I think your company might be my best friend in that fight. It was no huge surprise to find that the company was founded by women! Well done and thank you very much TN, Maidenhead (December 15,
2018)Cream has revived our sex life after menopause kicked a few years ago. My other lubricants made little difference - the shadow of sexual intercourse is very painful TW, Warwickshire (14th Dec 2018) is excellent. Has been used for 2 years in preference The product is on prescription. My husband and I feel that we have already enjoyed 4 or 5 years of extra sex life thanks to
yes products! After menopause the widely advertised sexual lubricant use (KY) was unsatisfactory to say the least, and my husband found yes products on the line. They are really fascinating - we've used both water and oil-based versions, and are now settled on existing lubricating oil. Let's put it this way - we're fairly frequent buyers! Thank you! KH, Harrow (12th Dec 2018) is an
amazing product and also works - better than Replens etc DV, Vauxhall (11th Dec 2018)Has made a big difference to me. I no longer have constant episodes of thrush and cystitis. Sex is much less painful thank you LL, Portsmouth (10 December 2018)I am 48 and suffer from perimenopause. Your products have made a big difference in my love life thank you! My practice nurse
has also agreed to prescribe VM GH, Bermond (December 9, 2018) like the fact that the products are all organic and there are no bad guys in them. A lot of products on sale have a lot of chemicals, ingredients that harm our health, and thank God your products are safe!. NN, Farlington (December 8, 2018)I have been purchasing your products for many years. Thanks for the
necessary help. WL, Uxbridge (December 7, 2018)Yes save my body from all those toxic products. Thank you! FA, Swindon (6 December 2018)Wb Lubricant is the best ever! BD, Ludlow (5 December 2018)I can't recommend your product enough! I am a young lady of 21 who recently got diagnosed with hezin sclerosus. For a year the sex was painful and my lady's garden was
not in the best shape, not only was this relationship effect but it also made me feel self-conscious. While looking for greetings I discovered yes and was the best choice in my life! With being a first-time buyer I was impressed with the discretion of the box and amazed by how beautiful the products look. I'm officially hooked on yes and have me screaming yes yes! I will be
recommending this product to everyone I know without hesitation as my life has changed! I can't wait to try more of your products and be proud of yes. FS, Malborough (4 December 2018)I really admire how much VM gel worked and that the ingredients are safe, natural and ethical. BB, Harrow (3rd Dec 2018)Love This YES WB makes everything downstairs naturally, it does what
it says wonderful and will recommend to any woman suffering from vaginal dryness SL, Colorado (December 2, 2018) I recommend your products to friends DS, Southport (December 1, 2018) keep the great work --- your products are the best you've ever used. WK, London (30 November 2018)I love water-based products, nice to be able to remoisten as needed HN, Bangkok (29
November) Yes has been using it for a long time and I am very happy with your products. Thank you! RN, Teddington (28th November 2018)) Very easy to buy from Yes. I can't find anything with almost quality (osmosis, pH and similarity with vaginal fluid) or ethical sources and packaging in the United States. Luckily, I don't have to. Thank you for your products and great
customer service. ZN, Wyoming (27th Nov 2018) These products have created a world of difference for me - I feel encouraged that life can be wonderful again with a partner. Thank you IT, Yeovil (26th Nov 2018)I am glad that I decided to read about YES OB as well as YES Cleanse. It's good to remember about the long-term quality of OB, and discover the great idea of using it
along side the WORLD Bank. Also happy to try washing the intimate product; I think it adds to the moisturizing effects of other products. HR, Eastbourne (25 November 2018)We are 56 years old, married 30 years. My wife has been through breast cancer treatments 3 times in the last 20 years. My wife has been cancer-free for 6 years. They are active and healthy. We have
become very selective about the products we use. The ingredients in the product and the safety of the company are extremely important. Nothing is taken for granted anymore. After trying other natural products for years we discovered yes Wb. We will use it for the rest of our lives yes the World Bank is not only good for her, but my health has also improved. I started having skin
reactions with other products. After switching to yes the World Bank these problems have disappeared. MJ, Kingston (24th November 2018) Thank you so much for providing these wonderfully safe products. I have an incredible number of allergies and sensitivities, but so far I have no complaints with any of your products I have tried. It helps to make life more comfortable for me.
Thanks again WA, Warwickshire (23rd Nov 2018) helped me survive the side effects of chemotherapy and is still therapeutic after OO, Norfolk (22 November 2018)Has made a big difference in vaginal dryness and painful sex. I wish I had known about this product sooner! SM, Boston (November 21, 2018) Is so happy i found your product years ago. It has provided me with a lot of
pain and discomfort. DN, Nottingham (20th November 2018)Is a wonderful product, natural feel and unirritating. FA, Doncaster (19th November 2018)I love this lubrication, really very nice, good consistency, like it is non-toxic. Thank you LR, Cotswolds (November 18, 2018)Very convenient and not bad guys to add to the irritation. JR, Ipwish (17th Nov 2018)I have been buying yes
for several years. First, after menopause for dryness/sex. I was also using Premarin but I stopped now in treatment for breast cancer. Part of my treatment will be taking an estrogen blocker for several years. I expect additional issues with drought, etc., so I'm increasing my use of yes to So, what do you think? Thank you for addressing these types of issues naturally and for
continuing to develop your product line. VM is a tremendous help! Tell others about yes all the time. FB, Marlow (16th Nov 2018) The service was truly exceptional. The challenge is how long it takes for shipments to reach Canada. I realize that part of the equation is a lot of inns from your hands but speaks to the need to get more places here in Canada who are selling your
product. So far I have found one Canadian site that holds your product, but it has been sold from the virtual machine for some time now :(. Wishing you great success in continuing to be popular outside the UK. Your product is a game-changeer! Thank you!!!!!! FE, Vancouver (November 15, 2018)An amazing product that we have used for a number of years now. It's really
versatile and we've really improved our sex. RT, Reading (November 14, 2018)The best lubricant I've ever tried. My partner and I had terrible reactions to all the other lubricants. I was so grateful to find yes! GN, Goring (13th Nov 2018)My partner and I have always had a very loving relationship. Access to menopause changed things dramatically as intercourse became
uncomfortable. This product has been a real life saving for us. NB, Birmingham (12 November 2018)I am so glad I found your website! I tried estrogen-based vaginal dryness products and had a lot of side effects that wasn't worth it! I figured that there had to be a better way to address my issue than estrogen-based products. I set out to search the internet and read, read, read,
read. That's when I found your site. After trying your product and the samples that included, I can say I am one very happy lady! Thank you guys so much! KW, Warwick (11th Nov 2018) Has made a great difference and has had no negative effects (my wife eczema interacts with the list of things). Very happy DA, Ludlow (November 10, 2018)You and your great employees. Direct
answers to sensitive questions! HP, Worcestershire (9th Nov 2018)I absolutely love this product - it has now been in use for 3-4 years. You've tried everything else on the market but they all cause irritation or soreness. The only thing I hope to be biodegradable plastic layers LM, Bath (8 November 2018) is very happy to find a natural product to help with health problems rather
than pharmaceuticals with a list of frightening side effects - so thank you! LY, Tunbridge Wells (8 November 2018)I found nothing better than an intimate wash yes. The degree of judgment shows maintaining and thrush and sensitivities all kept in the bay, wonderful things. PM, Fratton (7 November 2018)I have not realized how much difference using yes can make. I used to use
popular lubricants, but it caused irritation and it wasn't so effective, so after sex I felt very sore and uncomfortable. Yes brought pleasure back to sex -- so Hey you! KO, Christchurch, NZ (7 November 2018) are doing exactly what they say they will do. The gynecologist advised me not to use soap in the shower in my intimate parts. Yes, I became my best friend. DH, Southend (6th
Nov 2018)Brilliant I suffer from Lichen Sclerosus your products really help both cleansing wisdom as well as being able to have sex KF, Croyde (6 November 2018)I had seen an ad on TV for another product and I thought I was looking for more about it - I never dreamed there was an organization like you, which I found by accident. I think it's great, thank you. SW, Buckingham
(November 5, 2018)An amazing product and finally don't burn! Thank you LL, Glasgow (4 November 2018)Love which is natural. I experience vaginal dryness sometimes but often during sex. This product has been amazing in relieving this and stress from being affected when being intimate with my partner. AM, Marlow (3 November 2018)I have been using Yes WB before filling
out an application for 30 days now at this time I did not have thrush although I have antibiotics within the last 30 days. WL, California (November 2, 2018)I'm in my early 70s and I have a younger partner I've been with for a long time. Our sex life is great but obviously my age makes me drier which is uncomfortable for both, so after trying moisturizer, (which is wonderful) and try
other methods to no avail and I go back to yes! MD, Bridport (November 1, 2018) has used both WB and OB lubricants since the start of the new relationship in 2012 and works amazingly well, no side effects. Find the world bank better for me personally. EG, Bury St Edmunds (October 31, 2018)Pain from a hideous vaginal dryness. This product has changed my life. I couldn't sit
on a chair comfortably and didn't mind having sex. I was heading for depression after I treated breast cancer I can't thank you enough for the cp vaginal moisturizer product, Horndean (30th October 2018)invaluable after breast cancer treatment SC, Devon (29 October 2018)We are grateful for the product i produced, is much better than any other lubricant we have tried. Thank
you. LW, Winchester (28 October 2018)can't do without VM. I'm a swimmer and I discovered that it helps to keep my PH in check to avoid yeast infections. Helps keep me comfortable and confident with sex! KG, Selsey (27 October 2018)Having previously used yes I just like to emphasize there is no other product in the market that comes so close to yes WB! I am very grateful to
be presented to Yes by my processor and thank edited to be a good and confidential source of product purchase. LP, Middlesex (October 26, 2018)I found samples of Physio very useful. JH, Nottingham (25th Oct 2018)This product is ideal for my needs AP, Godalming (24th Oct 2018)Both product and service are excellent. Thank you very much! ML, Bulgaria (23 October 2018)I
find it much more comfortable and long From any other LW products, Gosport (October 22, 2018) is great products, with good natural ingredients that do a great job. GW, Southsea (21st October 2018) Makes Sex Possible FS, Salcombe (20th Oct 2018) Wonderful products, very great to use, pure comfort with no effects. ZK, Lulworth (19th Oct 2018)* Brutally HONEST POST
ALERT* * Apparently, today is #WorldMenopauseDay (wtactualf!), so I use this as an excuse to talk about Unspopof. In my experience, it's probably still the biggest taboo in discussing our breast cancer treatment and its side effects. I know that I will have Facebook friends read this suffering, but you do not have to suffer! We just have to talk about (literally) uncomfortable things.
Vaginal atrophy with many endocrine breast cancer treatments leading to early menopause, something that many of us have become very familiar with, very early. Even after I stopped my tamoxifen and regained strength in my joints, this is a lasting legacy that I still have to actively manage every day. Yes, we discuss all the socially acceptable effects of menopause: hot flashes,
joint pain, fuzzy head, hormonal anger. things that the rest of the world sees. We are not talking about the most intimate changes, which have the most insidious ways of tinkering with many aspects of our daily lives: trust, relationships, planning for your day... This sensation of having to urinate all the time, even if you don't have urinary tract infection? Uncomfortable sex? These
things are a big deal, so we have to deal with them. We are very worried about moisturizing our aging faces. We need to adjust our daily routine to apply that normal care to our lady parts. I tried a few different brands of vaginal moisturizer (with hilarious/painful results! some brands broke up into what I just describe as curd and whey, meaning that after a while after the app I would
like to experience vaginal flow followed by pellets of very sexy cheese indeed) before they come across yes - organic intimacy company! Now, I can't be without these products. I'm not sponsored by them, but I simply can't endorse this stuff enough! Yes! I made my life more comfortable: water based on daily maintenance and oil-based sexy. Unlike others on the market, it is also
hormone-free and does not contain estrogen-like soy simulations, so it is suitable for er+club. It took me a lot of lonely, uncomfortable, awkward and painful experimentation to get to where I am now. The lob is not shameful; it is shameful. Lubrication is your friend. As well as bloody-minded honesty about the real consequences of menopause. Let's talk, if anyone starts twisting, at
least it won't be because they desperately need to urinate. MN, Harrow (18th Oct 2018) it was because you sent me some samples (you had looked at the site you intend to buy) and tried them and decided to buy full-size products. Like the fact that there is no silicon and the product is more natural. IN, Warrington (October 17, 2018)I love that you are organic. I didn't find anything
here in America to compare to your products. Florida Keys (16th October 2018)Thank you for free samples - I didn't know I was getting them - that's why I was buying your product  TY, Tunbridge (October 15, 2018)You are brilliant, ethical and local. Your old packaging was a cooler tho! DM, Grimsby (14th Oct 2018)Made a wonderful difference in the quality of my life AJ,
Kingston (13th Oct 2018)Organic, Chemical and Free Hormones.... Natural product .... Hard to find.... But this is exactly what we women want these days JK, Oxford (12th October 2018)Yes products have been recommended for my patients for several years as well as using HU, Ipswich (11th October 2018)Thank you very much for changing my life! No longer rely on Vagifem and
thanks to your suggestion, my GP is now describing yes water-based vaginal moisturizer when I ask for it. HN, Kingston (October 10, 2018) Your products are amazing - they really work! I was diagnosed with severe vaginal atrophy. I had soreness, burning, and bleeding. After countless doctor visits, many lubricants, estrogen cream and Osphena, you get more and more
depressed. Nothing works! Then I discovered your products I started using VM moisturizing gel. I was frustrated after a week of using it because it stung a little at first and I was still experiencing symptoms. I spoke to the type, understanding a rep from your company who encouraged me to keep trying it - sometimes with severe cases it takes a little more time. I started using
disinfectant as well as WB lubricants. It took a total of two weeks to start working to see the difference. And what an amazing difference he's made!!!!! All the pain, burning and bleeding have stopped!! Now I only use vm moisturizer once or twice a week and disinfectant every time shower, lubricant as needed. So I encourage anyone who tries these products not to give up if you
don't experience immediate change - give it time. It really works!!!! FD, Dallas (9 October 2018) I had breast cancer at 30, and although I was as lucky as you could possibly be in this situation, it seems to strip a lot of your natural away. But really, after some trial and error with similar products, yes it brought me closer to before Joe's cancer as I could be. who knew that such a
power was in a small tube of lubrication! Thank you - honestly! JO, Hastings (October 8, 2018) My Doctor was worried about the state of intimacy in our marriage due to vaginal discomfort. She wanted me to start using a prescription cream based on estrogen - but I chose your VM product instead. She was a bit skeptical, but was willing to give me two months of using VM every
two days for 2 months and let me The exam will be the test. With great results, not only were I able to afford a cervical exam - but she was quite amazed at how healthy my tissue looked at 56! Slowly but surely, the intimacy of my marriage has a chance to recover! She also took all the information from the company and product you were using so she could look more and
consider talking to some of her cancer patience about using yes products because she couldn't use anything hormone essential products. So happy I found you! Thank you. EN, Arizona (October 7, 2018)You saved my intimate life! ME, Farlington (6th Oct 2018) I love this product and pass the word along. MN, Rhodes (5 October 2018) I've made a lot of difference - I'm now
enjoying sex again CW, Dartmouth (4th Oct 2018) are great products. I react to perfumes and other bad ingredients. The scope is very wide now too. Thank you ID, Durham (3 October 2018)I've really helped a painful sex treatment Thank you LM, Manchester (2 October 2018)I've had an intimate moisturizer a safer life. I thought I was destined to suffer from great intimacy until I
discovered why I was affected and how to help it with a moisturizer. ZP, Plymouth (October 1, 2018)Is a very good product. I've been on Aromasin for eight years and yes helps me deal with the metrovagitis that followed. DL, Texas (30 September 2018)Very good, the only thing that worked for me NI, Ipswich (29 September 2018)Is a wonderful product and tempered many
different menopausal symptoms HI, Worthing (28 September 2018)I have definitely solved the discomfort problems during LR intercourse, Luton (27 September 2018)Wonderful products that have already helped me with post-menopausal symptoms, and have given me peace of mind in not having to use any hormone-based hormone. MT, Camberley (26 September 2018) Yes
products have been used for more than 3 years. They're the best. Yes it is the only product that I use irritation. AM, Norwich (25 September 2018)People your customer service is fantastic and has helped me a lot. RR, Northampton (24 September 2018)best ever. Your products are great. As well as your customer helpline. They are very useful and reassuring I spread the word.
WK, Newhaven (23 September 2018)I have been using yes-based oil over the past two years, recommended by my women's health physiotherapist and find it very useful for hypersensitivity to my vulval skin and vulvoydynia, a defect in the pelvic floor. LZ, Donnington (22 September 2018)I love your products! I thought postmenopausal intercourse would be painful forever, but
thankfully, with your products, this is not the case. Thank you! HD, Middlesex (21 September 2018)It is the best product I have tried - I have tried many others NA, Rome (20 September 2018)find it better and less annoying than for example; Coconut oil and vagizel. AL, Lowestoft (September 19, 2018) When I was first diagnosed with zeanos sclerosus I had hard to deal with my
case, and did not think of anything he was about to work. I was very nervous now that I accepted and learned to deal with my condition I found that your products are the only thing I can use. Thank you. IB, Pembrokeshire (18 September 2018)It's the best I've tried YN, Christchurch, New Zealand (September 17, 2018)I'm very excited about how to clean the products. Every other
product I've looked at or tried (a lot!) has a hard time pronounced alcohol or mysterious ingredients that look painful. In fact it was painful. MM, Harrow (16th Sep 2018)I am very pleased after 25 years of pain to find your product. I am 52 and happy my husband and I can enjoy sex worry for free! WP, Warrington (15th Sep 2018)My wife tried many brands of lubricants to help her
dryout after menopause and found you to be the most effective EH, Suffolk (14th Sep 2018)Love things that made a big difference in intercourse DK, Poole (13th Sep 2018)I can't believe that this product reads reviews and is still a bit skeptical. Try the product anyway and it's amazing !!! Because of my diagnosis (ms lichen) mainly use ob product but find VM very useful. No more
ores, redness, itching, or burning. We will highly recommend it. Yes gave a bulletin to my general practitioner, who had a special interest in women's health and was attending the Women's Health Conference. I intend to advise my NHS consultant gynaecologist about yes products on my next visit and give her a yes bulletin. By advising doctors I hope to help other women. I also
love the fact that your products are natural, steroid creams and HRT pessaries didn't help me and I didn't like using them, and now I don't need to. Thank you, thank you, thank you your products have helped me with it. Very helpful having advisors who can phone and who gave me advice about your products. The introductory package and samples helped me decide on the most
suitable products for me. I found 40ml large sized tubes to pop in your handbag or using a travel size for a weekend away or a short trip. JT, Sunderland (12th September 2018)OMG. I have suffered 11 years since ovarian cancer this is undoubtedly the best product I have ever tried. He is doing everything you claim to leave the United States behind. Thank you very much! HB,
New York (11th September 2018)I found this one product that does not irritate me after using NA, Hastings (10 September 2018)This product has a blessing, my husband and I are still enjoying intimacy after 35 years of marriage, thank you!! KW, Queenstown, NZ (September 9, 2018)Your oil product is based on much better use of coconut oil! Water-based lubrication is very
good. No strange foam. Thank you. Sex is fun again and I feel good about what I put in and on my body. This is the best product I have found. I'm telling all my friends ER, Peak Zone (September 8, 2018) where she has The product has been my whole life? I like yes, yes, yes OB and WB lubricants!!! CF, Bexill-on-Sea (September 7, 2018) is a great location and does not offer any
customer service. I will never be without your oils and moisturizer. It's nice!! DM, Grimsby (6th Sep 2018) has helped to have sexual intercourse since Menopause SW, Milton Keynes (5 September 2018)Has been recommended to friends and they are really happy i did! PP, Brixham (4th Sep 2018)I found these wonderful products. They have helped with my problem and it's fab
that they are all organic so they don't have any side effects when using them. Other products have either been found to make me sore or bite when used. NC, Huntingdon (September 3, 2018) Love it. Eager to try vaginal moisturizer. I had to have a hysterectomy after the uterus fell and my body was no longer well-off. NK, Oxford (2 September 2018)used in the past. 100% of the
best products on the market! ND, Ipswich (1 September 2018)At present, my daughter-in-law my new mom has colorectal cancer; I just got out of the hospital after a huge surgery. Total hyst and 1/2 vagina also remove, besides the entire rectum, part of the colon and permanent colonectomy. I have passed along my new (for July) second bottle of washing her for use in the
bathroom &amp; has discussed VM or WB on the vulva for discomfort, so she can return to enjoy sex again - then WB. I love what I've done for women around the world; Great products! I'm spreading the news to those I am facing (as a nurse) who may possibly need lubricants or moisturizer! For example, breast cancer survivors --- don't wait to ask, because many women don't
feel comfortable talking about vaginal dryness. Keep up your wonderful work! I will continue to buy and spread the word! I love the bag. My DIL is an ER nurse and I passed along to her!! RC, MI, USA (31st August 2018) started using Yes VM when i noticed a drought. This quickly became our preferred choice for lubricants. It doesn't even ball like the main stream lubrication that
we used at the beginning of our marriage. It is also very important for me to have it so natural and cruelty for free. Thank you, yes! MK, Norfolk (30th August 2018)You have used your products for many years. I am prone to allergies and use YES products that are natural and safe for my sensitive skin. YES products are the best! I recommended yes to my doctor for his patients.
NT, North London (29th August 2018)Made such a difference in our sex life and to the way I feel about. I had come to fear having sex but now I can look forward to it again. WS, Durham (28th August 2018) Your products are amazing and an important step forward for intimate women's health, in an industry full of toxicity. Thank you for OY Products, Cambridge (27th August 2018)
I have multiple allergies. Yes it is the only product line that was able to use. Water based on minimum ingredients - please do not change formulas! LL, Sunbury (26th August 2018)I appreciate that I do not use strange chemicals in my body! Thank you, yes! HF, Hereford (25th August 2018)I love it! Bought some gifts for other couples! BC, Birmingham (24th August 2018)My friend
and I love yes products. I love WB more than OB because it feels more natural. Also i like yes but lubricant. Before seeing her I didn't think about the need to use a separate product for sex. These products add a lot of confidence to sex! CG, Surrey (23 August 2018)My wife has been using your product for several years. This makes a real difference to her and this product has
made our sex life more fun and pain-free. PT, Southend (22 August 2018)I have used yes previously and I am happy with it. For me the fact that it is natural and organic was more important to me. Thank you. DA, Yeovil (21st August 2018)The only brand that does not cause inconvenience to my wife. I love it IF, Cardiff (20th August 2018)A very soothing, messy and fun collection
of products that felt like a bit of a lifesaver during some intimate health issues... Recurrent cystitis and hesition of repeated antibiotic cycles. Do I need to say more?! RJ, Derbyshire (19th August 2018)Use of your lubricant based on water has made my sex life much more enjoyable. Thank you!!! AJ, Somerset (18th August 2018)For the first time after bathing was not burned there.
Also interstitial cystitis. A moisturizer is used daily for both Vudynia and IC no more burning after bathing and no more dryness and itching.. small tears. Your products are awesome. I'm very sensitive out there and can.finally have sex again with your lubricant. Oil on one basis is better as I have to urinate a lot and it doesn't wash every time I wii. Thank you! RL, Glasgow (17th
August 2018) Diagnosis of lichen sclerosis I felt my life was over, so painful it could hardly walk. Thankfully I found your website I'm fine now forget all the pain, and there is no. Life is good again just wish that all women with this problem find you. Thank you for this wonderful product SD, Cambridge (16 August 2018)Did you know that pills can cause vaginal dryness? I certainly
didn't and I didn't see it the last time I was on it. The three doctors who went to see them don't know it either however, apparently it is something. Which is really uncomfortable I can't be intimate with my partner without pain and bleeding was horrible and with the doctors simply ignoring and suggesting more lubrication I was at the end of my intelligence. I tried every product
available. Each one is stung and it's one place to do nooooot want to bite. After searching the internet I found yes And when you don't bite when you apply I was happy with the moment's relief. And then with repeated applications (I was in a bad way, sore, very sorry for myself) I actually started to heal. This was happening for several months, even after getting out of the pill, but
within a few days I felt all good again. The best product out there and believe me, I've tried them all. There is a lot of shame and frustration with intimate issues, and I am very relieved I discovered yes VM. RK, Guildford (15th August 2018)Yes products changed my life. I am commenting in the hope that my experience will be of benefit to other women. I was diagnosed with
menopause a few years ago. Neither Replens, nor local estrogen therapy treat my symptoms of dry vagina, anger and, painful intercourse, and recurrent urinary tract infections. Eventually, intercourse became impossible and the opening to my vagina contracted so much that the only option recommended by the gynecologist was surgery to increase the size of the vaginal opening
followed by regular vaginal dilation. In view of my guidelines for the treatment of genetic menopause syndrome, co-authored by the gynecologist, she did not mention the surgery she was proposing, and since she told me that she did not have data on the effectiveness of her surgery, I decided to try daily vaginal dilation first. It was worthwhile. After a few months I was able to enjoy
intercourse again. I canceled the surgery since I was using a lot of lubricant (KY gel) with stretching, I decided to look for other options as I didn't like sticking or consistency from any of the KY lubricants. That leads me to scientific materials on osmolarity lubricants and hH that lead me to yes products that have changed my life as I mentioned above. Yes VM is much better than
Replens. It's soothing and there's no layoffs. I use a tube with applicators that I buy elsewhere because this allows me to determine the amount of lubricant based on my needs, and it allows me to soften both the vaginal and external genital area. I find yes WB lubricant works well with extended which I still use a few times a week. For intercourse, my husband and I really like
double slip (yes WB and OB). I use YES Cleansing Rose to clean my genital area in the bathroom instead of using soap since the previous has the correct osmolarity and hH for this area is soothing. Finally, I found that yes product but was able to treat my itchy anus and urinary tract infections. I use it as a lubricant to help me clean my anus after defecation. It turns out that urinary
tract infections were caused by contamination of the feces- perinial-urethra. After menopause, my anus became so dry and itchy that using toilet paper only to clean the area leads to bleeding and I was not able to clean properly leading to more itching Urinary tract infections mentioned above. I really like that osmolarity and HH of yes but it is matched to the anus. I will admit that it
is an off-label use yes but, but (i.e. pun) it works for me! Thank you so much for developing your product line. YU, Canada (14th August 2018)Last time I ordered yes I received the wrong product in the mail. Before I found time to email your company about an error I received a new shipment and a message from yes apology. Yes it was a great company to deal with so far! Keep up
the excellent work! OY, Yuvel (13th August 2018)Best lubrication ever! It had a lot of issues with other lubricants and natural oils, but this one is definitely a guard. Thanks for making quality product! JS, Gateshead (12th August 2018) is a very cool product. I am so happy that the training nurse told me to try this my husband and I am now closer than we have been for a few years
because of your product. Thanks for saving my marriage OP, Birmingham (11th August 2018)I am on letozole after breast cancer and dry, vaginal itching is a problem. This is the only non-estrogen product that seems to help most of the time. Glad she found it. AL, Harrow (10th August 2018)Excellent... Yes OB ... We'll never look back... 100% better than Riplins we will now try
yes VM ... LM, Chester (9th August 2018)Fantastic, much better than the previously supplied Replens on the NH prescription, Essex (8th August 2018)Yes definitely enhances the sexuality of octogenarian. OC, Isle of Wight (7th August 2018)I must tell you, that I am beyond happy with your products. I have been suffering from a very dry vagina since menopause about 13 years
ago. My marriage has really affected me because of the extreme discomfort. The only options my doctor was able to provide were prescription drugs with serious side effects, which I rejected. Thanks to these products and their use in the last thirty days, my husband and I have been able to have intercourse again! I would love to sell these products in the USA! KW, CA (6th
August 2018)I am unable to return to other lubrication ... Just not good enough, full of chemicals. DL, Bury St Edmunds (5th August 2018)My doctor put me on HRT for dehydration, although I didn't want to go on it, as it was a very bad itching I took doctors advice. I was back at the doctors after 3 days as I couldn't bear any longer. Cream was described but did nothing. I searched
the internet and ordered yes moisture gel. Symptoms immediately improved PF , Oxford (4th Aug 2018)Post-menopausal vaginal atrophy this really helped these difficulties were not only physical but emotionally a great product ha, London (3 August 2018) Yes products are the most wonderful, natural and soothing products I have ever used. Washing intimate foam and lubricants
has completely eliminated my vaginal atrophy and pain. I'm a life agent. Dorset (2 August 2018) Thanks for explaining osmosis and who's recommendation. I've been using Replens (set by my GP) with a little success and I now realize that I may have done more damage than good. AB, Norwich (2 August 2018)Yes excellent cream and stop me considering highly recommended
hormonal medications. Excellent for older ladies, actually life-changing LS, Harrow (1 August 2018)Yes intimate body wash is really wonderful to use non-drying and really helped with my repeated UTI... Plus it lasts for ages. I just love scented rose washing!!!! SA, Reading (31st Jul 2018) Used your products previously to treat vaginal dryness and excellent results in it disappeared
chest. The problem has returned, unfortunately, so buy again, confident that all will be solved due to a bit of time and slathering. IN, London (30 July 2018)Your product has been a savior and organic items just put it on top! Thank you! LW, West Yorkshire (29th Jul 2018) this site was found a blessing. I am now free of vaginal itching. I have to use it for every 3 days. I love it DW,
Colchester (28th Jul 2018) It's good to know all organic, plant-based, natural UR, Wales (27th Jul 2018) menopause has caused so many issues that I didn't have to deal with! Buy after reading many positive things about your company. The first purchase was based on water and oil-based. For my personal oil base needs is a great balance, without any side effects. Thanks and I
will continue to post a word about how wonderful your product is here in the USA. JC, Ohio (26 July 2018)This is the best product ever! It really helps relieve vaginal dryness. Thank you! NN, milan (26th Jul 2018)Just appreciate a great product at a fair price with ingredients that are not dangerous or healthy invasive. FG, Bournemouth (26th Jul 2018) oil-based lubrication was
wonderful and makes love making me a more fun and genie who knew I felt a lot of pain due to sex due to menopause. We don't worry about condoms now so the oil-based product is perfect! SW, Buckinghamshire (25th Jul 2018) helps reduce chronic BV infection due to chronic liver disease. The first time in five years a product does not irritate or bad yet effects on my lady parts.
Thank you for your interest in our sex life, our bodies, and the environment! WA, St Ives (25th Jul 2018) Love the World Bank's lubrication. We have been running out for months and now I wonder if that's why the sex was painful again. Can't wait to experience vaginal moisturizer. I'm 48 and the vagina needs some serious care. DJ, Sussex (24th July 2018) is fantastic. You are
indispensable IU, Yofel (24th Jul 2018)I have greatly improved my quality of life with vaginal atrophy. Thank you! DB, Marlow (23rd Jul 2018)I had to call for help. The help was fantastic! EF, Gosport (23 July 2018)This product works for When he did nothing else. IC, New Mexico (22 July 2018)Yes products are amazing and I have peace of mind knowing that they are hormone
and paraben free; Ingredients that are not harmful to me or to the environment. TR, Reigate (22nd Jul 2018) VM has made a significant difference to the vaginal irritation I have been experiencing since last year's total hysterectomy. I've tried WB lubrication but it's not only permanent/stung enough so I'm going to try OB. Hopefully help IG, Salisbury (21 July 2018)I love yes as it is
made of natural ingredients and made life better! It sounds dramatic but I can't believe that no one is helping. I had to discover it through my own research and menopause was early and was not advised or offered any treatments for the inevitable problems that arose so I'm really glad I found yes online. Thank you BY, Oxford (21 July 2018) I am very happy to use a product that is
more compatible with my body's needs since cancer treatments. Yes lubricants give me confidence that I am using the best product for me, a chemical-free product! I can enjoy love again. Thank you, yes! AN, Malibu (20th Jul 2018) After a lifetime of painful sex, extremely fragile stallion tissue and some UTI issues, I can now enjoy life with my entire husband and even ride my
bike in the heat and humidity of the Minnesota summer. KS, MN (July 20, 2018)Thank God you are. This is a miracle product! PS, Portugal (19th July 2018)Just started using VM &amp; Feeling More Comfortable Already Thank You TE, Bexhill (19th July 2018)Love! I use vaginal moisturizer and now I use a disinfectant, i have just been diagnosed with lichen sclemus so this will
definitely make life easier. Thank you very much. JO, Stoke on Trent (18 July 2018)Really a fun lubrication for us 75 years old !! WN, Norwich (18th Jul 2018) is a great product. My wife is more interested in sex!!! BT, Texas (July 17, 2018)~helped after ovarian cancer and chemotherapy! AT, Taunton (July 17, 2018)The products were revolutionary for vaginal dryness! KA, Sydney
(16th Jul 2018) suffered long before the use of yes products. Thank you SA, Coventry (16th Jul 2018)This is my third purchase. I think I found this site when searching for personal lubricants that do not contain parabens. I was terrified when I looked at the ingredients of locally purchased lubricants and vaginal moisturizers. HH, Southend (16th Jul 2018)Amazing, my fave brand of
these products so far IY, Oxfordshire (15th Jul 2018)Is very thrilled with the VM product. I suffer from severe atrophy and the symptoms that accompany it. VM made my daily life comfortable and pain-free. I am very pleased to have found this product, after trying a lot of other products in the past that have irritated me all and did not help my condition. PA, St. Austell (July 15, 2018)I
still Your excellent customer service. CS, Farnham (July 15, 2018)) does what it says on the tube! CA, Kingston (14th Jul 2018)Excellent products. Reassuring to be able to use something incomplete of OP chemicals, Ohio (July 14, 2018)I 74 and met my 72-year-old friend on a dating website. It has been a long time for each of us what I had in my drawer ended years ago. I look
forward to more fun. Go #PL, Surrey (14Th Jul 2018) safe for those who are very sensitive! Literally changed my life TT, Vermont (13th July 2018) Thank you--- Just hope you can keep YesVM available, it's a wonderful honor to use a product that really works. I hope you realize how important your product is to someone like me who really needs it! TD, Hong Kong (13th Jul
2018)This is the best product, I have a 68-year-old body behave swaying like 30 years younger when I use yes. My intimate life is very enjoyable and it certainly wasn't the case before I found yes. There are no words to say how grateful I am for this product. DW, Durham (12th July 2018)I can't thank yes enough for your high quality products! I am 34 years old but, I am in the
second round of chemically induced menopause to save from hysterectomy. Your products have been saved through my medical treatment I have used YES for the last 10 years and I love it! Whoever I talk to complain of irritation with other products I give them one of your 6 pack bags as a gift! Thank you a million times, thank you! IN, Devizes (12th Jul 2018) impressed it, beyond
comparing GL, Polperro (11th Jul 2018)After a landing surgery left me with dermal neuralgia and also struggle with severely sensitive skin. I had almost given up sex, I've tried almost every intimate moisturizer but my skin seems to interact with everything. YES OB did not cause a reaction and feel like silk, I feel more feminine thanks to this. Biography, Epsom (July 10, 2018) I
received samples and my first order and had great results. Within a week you were pain-free! ZI, Bracnell (10th Jul 2018)Very friendly and positive, discover this product and your company has cheered me up to no end. I was full of awe starting tamoxifen after breast cancer, and did not experience some dehydration, but VM has completely sorted out, and I have no need for
hormonal creams, yet. Hooray! And thank you! I just hope the G.E.'s surgery describes that. Florida, Gillingham (July 9, 2018) I called and spoke to a counselor after my GP wanted to put me on Vagifem, but I didn't want to replace hormones. The consultant was very helpful and sent me some samples. Water based on my best fit and the underlying castles I have had for over 50
years have been kept at bay! I found the site easy to use and had the pleasure of reading reviews and seeing that others may have the same problems as I do, but your products Sort. HN, Norwich (9Th Jul 2018)I really love your product, unobtrusalling and this is very important to me. I've had a very difficult menopause thank you CC, Brmingham (9th Jul 2018)Changed my life
and let me enjoy sex again after years of discomfort and burning VM and lubricants are the best products I've ever used. AL, Croyde Bay (8Th Jul 2018)YES is the only product that works and increases pathological orgasm. Our oil base seems to be our favorite. Do not dry quickly the water base. This will be forever in our lubricant. Thank you for such a life-changing product! DD,
Texas (7Th Jul 2018)AMAZING! You won't be disappointed and your husband will thank you. LG, London (7 July 2018)This is the best and true lubrication I've ever used. Nothing compares to it and maintains the health of my vaginal tissue. I have tetanus stiffness and the use of yes products has helped to heal this condition. It's also great for intercourse. RE, Ealing (7Th Jul
2018) I struggled with painful sex once I started my hot flashes about 10 years ago. I tried HRT in the form of cream and pessaries with limited success. Oils like those that Durex did not help much. I heard about the replens and tried it but found it left an unpleasant discharge. I searched the internet for a better product and found yes. I was very pleased with the quality and
effectiveness of VM, OB and WB (although OB can be hard to get out of the tube as it plugs, especially during cold weather. It took some time to become more confident with sex because it became very painful. WN, Salisbury (6th Jul 2018)So far, I have been very impressed by your approach. I touched the norm when it was left incomplete when I answered my puzzle
explanation, and provided a useful response in time. You also have shipped samples. All the while being useful and somehow don't interfere or take advantage. It's not easy to walk on the line, but you â€œ it's been great so far. Good job! NU, Newbury (5 Jul 2018)YES Double glide has completely given me a sex life again. At this time last year I was diagnosed with lichen
sclerosis, suffered from tissue loss and could not have sex. I thought I'd never be able to have sex or have fun again. Along with other modifications/treatments especially with yes I have an intimate life again - yes!!!!! ID, Cotswolds (4 July 2018) I have ms and find your products very useful - please assure others that all your products are kind to LS patients - as many do not know
of you. AL, Bristol (3 July 2018)I have never used lubrication before but did not really appreciate that I needed it, using water-based and oil-based together was a revelation I wouldn't be without them again as I didn't realize that a moisturizer would help with the hot heartburn I was getting, and I thought it was thrush but it wasn't. I now use it every day and have no problems. I am
very grateful that it is organic and chemical free. Thank you yes YV, Vancouver (2 July 2018)After having suffered from lichen and lichen sclerosis for many years, and suffered pain, tearing and burning severely on intercourse, this product is gentle and soothing and has been advised to use it as a daily moisturizer as well. I will always be uncomfortable because of scarring but this
product has greatly improved my life. SD, Georgia (1st Jul 2018)Love, makes sex possible for me. (Severe dehydration, chemical sensitivities and possibly hormonal imbalance, sjogrens syndrome and other autoimmune diseases..) IR, Norfolk (29 June 2018)This is my second request for OB. I suffer from planus henna and I am reluctant to call this miracle solution yet.... But it's
getting ! I'm trying to wash the foam for the first time. TI, Plymouth (June 28, 2018) has helped restore one of the things cancer has taken and treatment. Thank you! WN, Glasgow (27 June 2018)I love double slip! Otherwise the breakthrough is very painful: (UB, Birmingham (26 June 2018)It â€œ I have made such a difference. Love has become very painful after several years



of menopause. KY just was â€not help. You are not satisfied with the chemicals in KY. I happened to look through the program of fair I was in Bristol and I spotted the information on yes. I had not visited the stall at the show. So happy I found you! IN, London (25 June 2018)Best product available ... After years of research thanks +++ ED, Kingston (24 June 2018) is really happy
with the products I use - WB applications, ob moisturizer. life-changing for women of a certain age! RN, Port Isaac (June 23, 2018)It's the only thing that works and it's fun instead of stingy . DH, Harrogate (22 June 2018)It's an amazing ™ - my husband and I really struggled before this was proposed by my gynecologist PO, Portsmouth (21st June 2018)Your products have been
used for 10 years and have had no problem with anything, a very natural feeling TR, Derby (June 20, 2018)I have been given two samples by my Gyna ... You 10/10 was another sample ouchy -1/10 ID, Portugal (June 19, 2018)Since recommended by a friend, yes products have really helped with frequent UTIs management and increased my confidence about sex without causing
unpleasant infections. HK, Washington (June 18, 2018)Makes intercourse less painful and actually helps to heal. I'm allergic to other lubricants so this one is great and designed to meet my specific needs with having lichen stiffness. WL, Utah (June 17, 2018)Yes OB has made our intimate experiences so more successful. We highly recommend products and are about to try new
products on the site. KI, Oregon (June 16, 2018)This is the first line of personal lubricants that do not irritate personal parts. TS, Nevada (June 15, 2018)I love the product has saved my health and well-being. Painful sex after menopause can't be solved by any OBGYN for years I've had this problem. Adding to all the soap sire led to a huge amount of vaginal burning and only
cracking products yes solve the issue. Thank you FP, Marlow (June 14, 2018) 2018)
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